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Letter from the Editor

‘‘A Re-introduction to the Business Valuation Review’’

Victor E. Jarosiewicz, PhD, ASA, CFA, CAIA

As incoming editor for the Business Valuation Review,

I want to take this opportunity to remind our readers of its

history, its purpose, and its benefits—both to readers and

to authors—and to give a sense of how easy it is to

contribute your knowledge and improve our profession.1

A Primer on the Business Valuation Review

The Business Valuation Review is the quarterly peer-

reviewed journal of the Business Valuation Committee of

the American Society of Appraisers. Business Valuation
Review goes back to 1982, when its founding editor,

James Schilt, ASA, started publishing issues of what was

then Business Valuation News, and he continued to

publish it for two decades. In 2002, Jay Fishman, FASA,

became editor for five years. Roger Grabowski, ASA, was

the next editor from 2007 to 2012. From 2012 until this

year, Dr. Dan McConaughy was editor, and with his

retirement I have now taken over the role. During these

nearly four decades, hundreds of issues with several

hundred articles have helped present new ideas, revisit

(and when necessary revise) old ideas, and expand our

base of knowledge and practical applications of that

knowledge. I have heard from the most experienced

appraisers in the profession that they use this publication

as their source for in-depth knowledge to continue

developing their expertise.

An important distinction about the journal: The journal
is a peer-reviewed journal, not a newsletter. Each has its

place and its valuable purpose, and each can educate its

readership. Both keep members updated, but the journal

needs to use its structure and peer-reviewed process to

help elevate the profession.

Purpose and Usefulness of the Journal

Business valuation at its core is the task of determining

a value given an expectation of benefits in exchange for

that value. That will not change, but how well we

understand, measure, and estimate those benefits and their

value should: Just as scholars and professionals continue

to innovate, we should want to learn how to improve our

knowledge and our skills.

With that in mind, here are some present and future

(nonexhaustive) goals for the journal: (1) to invite

different perspectives, on both perennially controversial

matters and also more narrow but important niche topics,

but just as importantly on issues we may take as well

established but benefitting from a fresh reevaluation; (2)

to push further to invite and integrate the very broad

(though often very technical) academic scholarly research

that has much to contribute to our client-centered

valuation work, but do so in a way that makes clear

how ‘‘technical’’ or ‘‘theoretical’’ advances can be

practically applied in a consistent, reliable, verifiable,

and effective manner; (3) to provide opportunities for

aspiring (young or old) minds to share hard lessons

learned from practice and demonstrate their expertise,

either as authors or as reviewers and even as editorial

team members; and (4) to promote awareness of the

knowledge base and expertise of our profession to the rest

of the finance and business communities, by inviting

members of those communities to contribute and

comment upon the knowledge presented and to cite it

and make inquiries to the authors and reviewers and

associate editors for expertise that helps their clients.

Authors are encouraged to submit original works and
obtain the benefits of peer review.

Understanding the Value of the ‘‘Double-Blind’’
Review Process

Double-blind peer review means that the identities of

the reviewers and authors are concealed from each other

throughout the review process. It is that process that is so

incredibly valuable to each person involved. How many

valuation reports never get reviewed and never receive

any feedback that might help improve the methods or the

reporting quality? How many appraisers and analysts

have never been in a position to offer constructive

feedback and to learn how to improve their own work

from the process of providing that feedback and seeing

work from another perspective? Even in litigation or other

adversarial settings, where the aim may be to discredit

and criticize, sometimes we learn something from the

other side—think how much more we learn from
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constructive criticism. That is the essence of the double-

blind peer-review process. No party (other than the

assigning editorial team member, who protects the

integrity of the peer-review process) knows the true

identity of the other party; ad hominem attacks are not

permitted, and only review comments on the pros and

cons of the merits of the submitted article are shared.

Caveat: Some articles are rejected because the editor

judges them not ready, or because the editor agrees with

reviewers that the submission needs substantial work to

be ready, for publication. Even those articles that are

rejected still receive substantive review comments, which

benefit each party in the review process, and most of

those articles can be resubmitted after considering and

responding to the comments causing rejection in the first

place. A substantial portion of articles are either accepted

(with minor proofreading tweaks) or are asked to

resubmit after revisions responding to reviewer and editor

comments, which help improve an author’s work for

clarity and intellectual contribution.

Submission Guidelines and the Peer-Review
Process

In the simplest sense, the submission guidelines and the

process are summarized as follows: the journal seeks new

contributions to the business valuation body of knowl-

edge; using a ‘‘double-blind’’ peer-review process, the

journal relies on the expertise of reviewers to examine the

submission and comment on its novelty, validity, and

contribution, and recommend to the editorial team

whether to publish, to ask for revisions and a resubmis-

sion, or to reject the submission.

Original works (not identical to content previously

published in another peer-reviewed journal) contributing

to the business valuation profession are requested. The

topic, central question, or motivating reason for the article

is open to anything that is relevant to valuations—what is

important is that the content help advance our knowledge

of some aspect of business valuations beyond what is

already published and known and that it be verifiable.

There is no set format, nor minimum/maximum length,

though articles too short or too long to make a central

point clearly are much more likely to be rejected. That

said, some practical advice is in order: write to make a

point (and typically only one point) and write for clarity.

It is better to focus only on one central issue and examine

its implications or include useful examples and illustra-

tive calculations, rather than to take on a very broad topic

that should be parsed into several individual (even if

related) articles or chapters. Cite others’ work (including

your own prior published work) and do not plagiarize.

Obtain a ‘‘friendly review’’ before submitting your work.

Just as with client valuation reports, check your math,

check your exhibits, check your arguments and logic, and

check your grammar and clarity. Any obvious flaws are

grounds for rejection.

An important caveat: content clearly intended to self-

promote, to infer that ‘‘only the author is an expert,’’ or to

rehash existing knowledge or existing debates or

controversies—without at least a novel perspective or

new contribution—will be desk-rejected; I will not waste

reviewers’ or readers’ time. That said, occasional content

not intended for peer review (such as letters to or from the

editor, or authors’ brief responses to opposing points of

view, supported with new logic, new data, or new

analyses) may be approved by the editor and editorial

team when the content and tone are professional and

contribute understanding or appropriate detail to an

ongoing topic of interest to the readership.

There is no limit to the scope of what might make for a

useful contribution to the profession. From time to time,

thematically organized special issues may be appropriate.

All topics, including some that may be more about the

profession or craft of valuations than the technical aspects

of valuation analyses and reports, are welcome. I strongly

encourage authors, particularly new or would-be authors,

to seek feedback or guidance from the journal on topics or

specific questions relating to articles they are working on

or contemplating.

A Long View of the Business Valuation
Profession

I think our profession is in a pretty healthy place. Due

to the strong economy there seems to be plenty of work

all up and down the spectrum of small to large business

valuation projects, with no sign of a slowdown in sight.

Regulation continues to be the big issue—sometimes for

the better and sometimes not. In areas such as tax-related

valuations, we have well-established regulations that

enable appraisers to exercise their judgement and also

know the ‘‘rules of the road.’’ But in other areas such as

ESOP-related valuations we have no formal regulations.

Between those two extremes we have the world of

financial reporting valuation, where self-regulation is the

game, though new credentials such as the CEIV seek to

raise the bar and establish expectations for a new

standard.

Again, it helps me to take a long-term view of the state

of the profession: Business Valuation Review was first

published in 1982. USPAP was developed in the 1980s.

The SEC’s online EDGAR service didn’t even launch

until 1996. Even business valuation–specific credentials

were introduced within the last three decades. Competi-

tion for valuation services was less crowded then, and less

cumulative knowledge and expertise existed. Now,

computerized, automated valuation models are common-
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place; we compete with each other and with machines—

and we haven’t even seen artificial intelligence (AI) really

muscle in yet. Globalization of businesses, standards, and

valuation practices has influenced the evolution of our

industry but opened new opportunities as well. What we

need to do is (1) continue to increase and improve our

knowledge base, but also (2) increase and improve our

ability to learn, understand, and profitably apply that

expanding knowledge base. I would like to see Business

Valuation Review serve both of those needs for our

valuation profession.

Endnote

1. This content is reprinted with permission and adapted

from ‘‘A Conversation with the New Editor of

Business Valuation Reviewe,’’ Business Valuation
Update 25, no. 6 (2019), accessed at http://bit.ly/

BVU_new_BVR_editor, June 11, 2019.
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Almost Forty Years of Business Valuation Review

Victor E. Jarosiewicz, PhD, ASA, CFA, CAIA

In this, my first issue as editor, I want to review how far

this journal has come in its 37 years of existence and

(re-)introduce new and old readers to the wealth of

knowledge developed over those years. What follows is

my summary of a chronological stream of articles that I

found noteworthy (with no lack of respect meant for the

other content published over so many years). These

articles span both the entire timeline since the journal’s

inception as well as a broad range of topics and article

styles. They also fit well with the renewed call for new

contributors and ideas as well as the description of what

this journal is about, recently published in Business
Valuation Update1 and summarized in the lead article of

the current issue.2 The original versions of the earlier

articles3 summarized here are reprinted in this Business
Valuation Review issue (though if you intend to cite them,

use the original citation, as described online on the https://

bvreview.org permanent digital object identifier [DOI]

page for each corresponding article).

The 1980s—The Early Years

(March 1982) The very first issue and article was by the

founding editor of (what is now) Business Valuation
Review, Jim Schilt, ASA, CFA: https://bvreview.org/doi/

abs/10.5791/0882-2875-1.1.1. This first article focused

on ‘‘Goodwill and Excess Earnings,’’ a topic that went

back as far as Prohibition and the Treasury’s ARM-34 in

the 1920s and that this journal has dealt with more than

100 times4 in the nearly 800 articles published to date—

clearly, a primary and recurring topic. The article includes

historical legal cases, contemporaneous references, and a

discussion of the merits, uses, and abuses of the excess

earnings method.

(December 1984) Two years later, Schilt again takes

issue with the excess earnings method, along with other

common practices in appraisals, in ‘‘Challenging Stan-

dard Business Appraisal Methods’’: https://bvreview.org/

doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-3.4.4. This time he includes

considerable analysis of data of stocks traded publicly at

the time, as well as an extensive analysis of reference

articles and court cases.

The 1990s—New Contributors

(March 1990) The next notable article, by John Emory,

ASA, was actually prepared at the request of ASA’s BVC

to explain ‘‘Why Business Valuation and Real Estate

Appraisal Are Different’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/

10.5791/0882-2875-9.1.3. This is a great, short (five-

page) read that quickly and succinctly points out the

many differences between real estate and business

valuation—most of which I do not believe to be taught

or obvious (until pointed out) to a practitioner from either

field. I believe it is a great primer, and one that I wish I

had when I first started in valuations.

(September 1990) Thomas Woodley, CPA, and Keith

Fairchild, PhD, prepared an enlightening article, survey-

ing investment banking firms engaged in M&A transac-

tions: ‘‘Valuation of Privately-Held Companies: A Survey

of Investment Banking Firms’’ https://bvreview.org/doi/

abs/10.5791/0882-2875-9.3.81. Their survey asked about

their methods used for business valuation and included a

fictitious case study of a private company, which survey

respondents were asked to value. The overall conclusion

is that those professionals engaged in actual transactions

of private businesses typically used the same valuation

methods as business appraisers. From those respondents

who completed the valuation as part of their survey

response, the value conclusions varied substantially but

(excluding outliers) with a reasonably close clustering

around a mean value. Overall, this is a valuable data point

for when we wonder if our valuations are somehow

different from those performed by investment bankers.

(March 1992) Lawrence Gooch, ASA, in his article

‘‘Capital Charges and the Valuation of Intangibles,’’
https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-11.1.5,

provides an introduction and overview of the residual

income approach to valuing intangible assets and updates

1‘‘A Conversation with the New Editor of Business Valuation
Reviewe,’’ Business Valuation Update 25, no. 6 (2019), accessed at
https://www.bvresources.com/articles/business-valuation-update/a-
conversation-with-the-new-editor-of-business-valuation-review, June
11, 2019.
2See ‘‘A Re-introduction to the Business Valuation Reviewe,’’ Business
Valuation Review 38 (2019).
3Originally, all the summarized articles were intended to be reprinted,
but that would have required an issue approaching 300 pages in print.
The current edition contains all the summarized articles up until 2009.
4See http://bit.ly/BVReview_goodwill and http://bit.ly/BVReview_
excess_earn.
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our understanding of the accompanying concept and

analysis of contributory asset charges (‘‘capital charges’’).

Illustrating his analysis with tables prepared from Lotus

1235 (a spreadsheet program popular before Excel) and

with a detailed, step-by-step analysis of several examples,

and going further with mathematical derivations of

relevant formulas in the endnotes, I believe this article

represents a substantial contribution to our knowledge

base as far as valuing intangibles and calculating capital

charges. It is a relatively long article, including

appendices, so it is not reprinted in this issue but is

worth a read for its presentation and mathematical

derivations.

(March 1993) Daniel Larson presents an interesting

examination of beta and lack of trading activity for

smaller companies: ‘‘The Effect of Trading Activity on

Beta’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-

12.1.20. What I found interesting was a univariate (single

predictor variable) regression analysis revealing what

appears to be6 a linear relationship between trading

volume and beta, which at the time of the article had not

received much attention in valuations. Another notable

aspect is the reference to published (academic) research

addressing different aspects of the problem, incorporating

the existing knowledge on the topic before applying it to

the issue addressed in the article. As a very short five-

page article, some limitations include a lack of clarity on

the data and actual analysis (e.g., a more complete

description of the data sample used, explanation of the

estimation of the regression model, etc.) and a strong

causal inference7 that may not be supportable today.

Nonetheless, I thought it is a useful article drawing

attention to what might be a less-acknowledged aspect

(trading liquidity) of a core topic (small public company)

in valuations.

(March 1994) Christian Bendixen, ASA, draws upon a

presentation at the preceding (1993) ASA International

Conference by Prof. Wayne Ferson and Dennis Locke,

ASA,8 to focus on ‘‘Improved Estimation of Equity Risk

Premiums’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-

2875-13.1.22. The essence of this work comes from

analyzing the variance of equity risk premiums over time

(rather than accepting the long-term calculation as the de

facto standard) and demonstrating that the risk premium

estimates are sensitive to the sample period and to the

prevailing interest rate environment.9 He ends with a call

for appraisers to consider such adjustments in their own

calculations.

(September 1997) Prof. Steven Bolten, ASA, CBA,

and his doctoral student Yan Wang examine ‘‘The Impact

of Management Depth on Valuation’’: https://bvreview.

org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-16.3.143. Relying on

management changes within public firms that were

announced in the Wall Street Journal during a sample

period in late 1996, and using a methodology described as

‘‘analogous[ly] applied in judging the impact of control

premiums,’’ they found an inverse relationship between

management depth (i.e., number of named executives)

and the stock price decline following a management

departure10 and observed that for firms with the fewest

executives (less than six), the impact of departure on

stock price post-announcement was 9.43%; they conclude

that their work supports the assumption that lack of

management depth and loss of a key person affect the

valuation of a firm. While not by itself authoritative, this

is a valuable example of an attempt to quantify with

market data one of the many factors we routinely consider

in valuations but typically evaluate in a subjective or

qualitative manner.

The 2000s—A New Millennium, New
Perspectives

(June 2004) Jim Schilt, ASA, CBA, CFA, returns again

(by 2002 having handed over the Business Valuation
Review editorship to Jay Fishman, FASA) to revisit

5Side note: How many of you remember or know about Lotus 123?
Against early versions of Excel, it was the Betamax vs. VHS version of
spreadsheets. Remember Betamax? Like Betamax, Lotus 123 was
initially superior in technology and quality but did not survive the
commercial success of its rival, eventually being phased out (though not
until 2014). See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotus_1-2-3.
6Caveat: As an appraiser, prior to my PhD, I was cautioned against using
and relying on regression analyses, because of the knowledge required to
properly understand them. If anything, my PhD work taught me that the
caution wasn’t worded strongly enough. Regression analysis is very
useful and is a commonly used tool in research. However, it is very much
a GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) method and prone to misuse and
misinterpretation. This caution is not meant to reflect judgment on the
analysis in the article, which I have chosen because it highlights the use
of an analytical tool to consider a puzzling dilemma not just in valuations
but overall in finance, but rather to discourage application of regression
analysis without a proper understanding of its methods, assumptions, and
limitations.
7Claims or inferences of causality (i.e., X causes Y) have become
increasingly challenged for regression analyses, particularly in the
absence of analyses pinpointing the causal link to that particular X-Y
relationship and disproving alternative causal relationships. In my
understanding, back in 1993, this was not as strongly challenged as it is
nowadays.

8This work was eventually published in a top-tier research journal as
Ferson and Locke, ‘‘Estimating the Cost of Capital through Time: An
Analysis of the Sources of Error,’’ Management Science 44 (1998):485–
500.
9Bendixen finds an inverse relationship between equity risk premium and
interest rates, suggesting a constant total expected return, which is
certainly novel and counterintuitive. He discusses limitations and
interpretations of this finding in his work.
10Bolten and Wang split their sample into stock price declines and
increases and considered only the decreases, which induces sample
selection bias (i.e., their findings are only a conditional average—the
results are based on the condition that the sample contains only declines
in stock price, but not all departures led to stock price declines).
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‘‘CAPM and Business Valuation’’:11 https://bvreview.org/

doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-23.2.60. A great, simple,

two-page introduction and treatise on CAPM and its

use by business appraisers, it lays out CAPM and the

issues that arise in using it, in simple, easy-to-follow

language, with a number of references to both academic

and practitioner publications dealing with or contributing

to the topic.

(June 2005) Ronald Longhofer, JD, CFA, CFE,

presents an analysis and discussion of ‘‘The Residual

Income Method of Business Valuation’’: https://bvreview.

org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-24.2.65. The Residual

Income Method (RIM) goes by various names nowadays,

but Longhofer acknowledges that it is related to the

Economic Value Added (EVA) concept first publicized

by G. Bennett Stewart in 1991. In an elegantly consistent

set of exhibits, RIM is shown to result in the same value

conclusion as DCF, using either the direct method of

valuing equity or the indirect method of valuing invested

capital, either for a typical, established firm or for a

young, startup firm. Unfortunately, no explanation is

included as to the sources of the input assumptions,

including how WACC (or capital structure) was deter-

mined for each of the scenarios considered, or why

maintaining the same assumptions for cost of capital

across different firms (no growth, growth, startup) is

reasonable. In spite of these limitations, it makes for a

good, simple introduction to the model, versions of which

are used for a variety of applications including valuation

of intangible assets (i.e., using contributory charge

models).

(Winter 2006) James Morris, PhD, presents a detailed

analysis of ‘‘Growth in the Constant Growth Model’’:
https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0882-2875-25.4.

153. In any valuation analysis relying on the income

approach, we inherently have to assess the conditions

necessary to use the Gordon growth model in perpetuity.

This article presents a thorough analysis, comparing

direct to equity versus invested capital methods and

drawing on empirical data as well as prior academic

research, and it is presented in a well-laid-out fashion,

including useful tips for Excel modeling of the analysis.

(Spring 2008) George Hawkins, ASA, CFA, presents a

short primer on using ‘‘Regression Analysis in Valuation

Engagements’’: https://doi.org/10.5791/0882-2875-27.1.

30. Going further than prior articles introducing or

employing regression analysis, this article goes so far as

to explain how to utilize Excel (version 2007, though

other versions have equivalent functionality) to employ

regression analysis to determine correlations between

variables. It strongly cautions readers not to interpret

statistically significant results as implying causal rela-

tionships, but I will go further and issue a much more

detailed caveat here, drawing upon my experiences from

my PhD training and subsequent research work:

Regressions are nothing more than a mathematical tool and
cannot prove or disprove causal relationships.

From personal experience, it is an Olympic sport in

academia to beat each other up over claims of causality

and to point out flaws and limitations of the various

regression models we employ. The article’s examples rely

on one explanatory variable (housing starts to explain

sales in the divorce example), but the typical three main

concerns for regressions are present: endogeneity, omitted

variable bias, and sample selection. Endogeneity is

simply the idea that the ‘‘independent’’ explanatory

variable is not actually independent, but rather is co-

determined (by something else) along with the dependent

variable. Endogeneity is problematic because it can (and

typically does) lead to biased estimates—biased in the

sense that the estimates do not reflect the true expected

value of the estimated coefficients (i.e., the relationships

between predictor variables and dependent variables).

Insofar as endogeneity is due to the explanatory

variable(s) being a function of other variables that also

determine the dependent variable, it can be seen as a

special case of omitted variable bias (OVB). OVB is bad

because regression analysis tries to find a set of

coefficients—given the existing sample of data and the

existing set of explanatory variables—that best explain

the variance of the dependent variable with the variance

of the included explanatory variable(s). In figurative

language, regressions try to ‘‘load up’’ or ‘‘soak up’’
variance onto the explanatory variables, so if the wrong

variables (or not all the right variables) are present, the

model will load (deviate from zero) the coefficients for

the variables included (that should have instead loaded

onto the variables that were omitted), leading to biased

estimates. A related issue is that of selection bias, which

means that the sample data don’t follow a random

distribution12 (and, as the article discusses, that is a core

assumption of linear regressions) and also result in biased

estimates. To borrow and creatively repurpose an

example from Dr. Nassim Taleb’s research,13 sample

selection means that if all we ever witnessed is white

swans, a regression model will not be able to predict

11Jim Schilt also wrote repeatedly and extensively in Business Valuation
Review on beta and other topics of importance to business valuation.
This 2004 article focuses on CAPM in particular.

12Even here this is a simplification. The more appropriate statement is
that the residuals (the differences between actual data and values
predicted by the regression equation) don’t follow a random distribution
(i.e., the average or expected value of the residuals isn’t zero), but that is
still a simplification of all the assumptions inherent in linear regressions.
13Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly
Improbable, vol. 2 (New York: Random House, 2007).
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black swans. Indeed, we may not even know that we need

to include a color variable in the model as a predictor in

the first place. One additional concern, which is best

illustrated by Anscombe’s Quartet14 (an illustration of

four distinct data patterns that result in identical linear

regression statistics), is using a linear model to predict

what may actually be a nonlinear relationship (e.g., a

linear regression fitting a linear model through a clearly

curved set of data points—it will still estimate linear

coefficients, and depending on the model statistics it may

be judged to be statistically significant, even though

conceptually incorrect).

The preceding paragraph was a lengthy cautionary tale

on using regression analysis. I do not mean to browbeat

what I think is actually a very good, informative article,

nor dissuade anyone from using regression analyses.

However—and meant as a compliment of the article,

because it is easy to read and to follow—it might be taken

as an example or guide, and the cautions it contains may

not keep prospective users from an unpleasant experience

if they come up against someone well versed in

regressions and all their pitfalls. Nevertheless, as Dr.

George Box wrote, ‘‘All models are wrong, but some are

useful,’’15 and linear regressions certainly have their

usefulness in quantitative analyses, being able to discern

statistical relationships between a (dependent) variable of

interest and a set of explanatory variables (the article

focused on univariate—single explanatory variable—

models, though regressions can be analyzed using any

number16 of explanatory variables).

(December 2009) Lawrence Levine, ASA, provides a

nice digest of current research articles in his ‘‘Valuation

Research Notes’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/

0882-2875-28.4.224. The research, though created by

academic scholars, is relevant to business valuations, and

the summaries include salient points from each article

without any judgment or interpretation, leaving it to the

reader to dig deeper and draw their own conclusions.

The 2010s—Big Thinking, Big Changes17

The Fall 2010 issue was particularly noteworthy for

several articles. Richard K. Ellsworth, ASA, PE, CFA,

presents ‘‘Customer Renewal Probabilities and Population

Life Expectancy’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/

0897-1781-29.3.110. In the same issue, David Smith,

ASA, CFA, presents another article on ‘‘Valuation of

Customer Relationships—Choice, Application, and Re-

sults of Various Attrition Analysis Methodologies’’:
https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0897-1781-29.3.

100. These articles, along with many others, represent a

shifting focus toward valuation of intangible assets and

the increased emphasis on new analytical tools beyond

the basic valuation methods and approaches for valuing a

business.

In the same Fall 2010 issue, two opposing articles took

up the issue of discounts for lack of marketability

(DLOMs): Robert Comment, PhD, AVA, presents a

summarized version of his analysis of marketability

discounts being ‘‘double-counted’’ in DCF analysis and

redundant in ‘‘Business Valuation, DLOM, and Daubert:

The Issue of Redundancy,’’ https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/

10.5791/0897-1781-29.3.83, while Dr. Shannon Pratt,

CFA, ARM, ABAR, FASA, MCBA, CM&AA, responds

‘‘In Defense of Discounts for Lack of Marketability’’:
https://bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0897-1781-29.3.97.

DLOMs being a central topic to business valuations,

particularly of closely held businesses, these two articles

form part of the greater debate that spans at least 129

Business Valuation Review articles.18

In the next issue, Winter 2010, Roger J. Grabowski,

ASA, highlights how the ‘‘Great Recession’’ and the

dramatic decline in U.S. Treasury yields affected

‘‘Developing the Cost of Equity Capital: Risk-Free Rate

and ERP during Periods of ‘Flight to Quality’’’: https://

bvreview.org/doi/abs/10.5791/0897-1781-29.4.172. This

was a particularly hot topic during those years when the

‘‘risk-free rate’’ was first reduced to ‘‘near-zero’’ and

continues to be relevant.

In that same Winter 2010 issue, Dr. Keith Sellers, Dr.

Brett King, and Dr. Yingping Huang demonstrate the

strengths (and limitations) of the option-pricing method

(used in conformance with the AICPA’s ‘‘Valuation of

Privately-Held-Company Equity Securities Issued as

Compensation’’) in allocating enterprise value between

the various components of a complex capital structure, in

‘‘Using Binomial Lattice Models to Value the Compo-

nents of a Complex Capital Structure’’: https://bvreview.

org/doi/abs/10.5791/0897-1781-29.4.145. Having em-

ployed binomial lattice models and closed-form (Black-

Scholes) option-pricing models for those and other

valuation purposes, I found the article relevant and

informative.

(Fall 2011) Eric Nath, ASA, brings a different

perspective on cost of capital estimation in ‘‘The Biggest

Business Valuation Myth’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/full/

14Francis J. Anscombe, ‘‘Graphs in Statistical Analysis,’’ American
Statistician 27 (1973):17–21.
15George E. P. Box, ‘‘All Models Are Wrong, but Some Are Useful,’’
Robustness in Statistics 202 (1979).
16‘‘Any number’’ has a limit—too many variables relative to data points
render a regression inestimable.
17The articles that follow are not reprinted in this issue but are worth a
read and are accessible on the bvreview.org website using the DOIs
provided. 18See http://bit.ly/BVReview_DLOM.
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10.5791/BVR-D-11-00011.1. It introduces the Pepper-

dine Private Cost of Capital research19 and, using very

direct criticisms, challenges appraisers with a number of

conceptual and empirical issues inherent in using CAPM

and, indeed, in using any historical public market returns

as proxies for expected or required returns.

(Summer/Fall 2012) Brian H. Lee, ASA, Daniel L.

McConaughy, PhD, ASA, Mary Ann K. Travers, ASA,

and Steven R. Whitehead present ‘‘The Long-Term

Relationships between Capital Expenditures and Depre-

ciation and Long-Term Net Working Capital to Sales

across Industries’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/full/10.5791/

12-00015.1. Expanding upon an earlier work on the topic

by McConaughy and Bordi,20 and using 15 years of data

(1997–2011) from Capital IQ, it examines these relation-

ships in great detail over time and by industry and gives

an example of the potential effect upon capitalized value

(e.g., terminal value) of replacing the simplified assump-

tion of CAPEX¼DEPR in perpetuity with a relationship

based on long-term empirical data specific to an

industry.21

(Spring 2015) Robert Morrison, ASA, BV/IA, writes

about the updates in USPAP and related appraisal

reporting and record-keeping issues in a lengthy letter,

‘‘From the Chair of the Business Valuation Committee:

Draft Reports, Oral Reports, Record Keeping, and

USPAP’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/10.5791/0882-2875-

34.1.39. I found it an enlightening review of how changes

in USPAP affecting business valuations are proposed—

and then withdrawn—along with an analysis of potential

implications for our profession. Ultimately, the article

ends anticlimactically with the standards effectively

retaining their status quo, but in doing so shows the

gyrations of policy-making related to USPAP.

In 2015, two other articles take aim at two perennial

hot topics, CAPM and the size premium. First, in Spring

2015, Dr. Pablo Fernandez presents a direct challenge to

CAPM in his article ‘‘CAPM: An Absurd Model’’: https://

bvreview.org/doi/10.5791/0882-2875-34.1.4. In Winter

2015, Dr. Aswath Damodaran challenges our thinking

about ‘‘The Small Cap Premium: Where Is the Beef?’’:
https://bvreview.org/doi/10.5791/0882-2875-34.4.152. I

find both articles appealing because they are from

academics who are known to and interact extensively

with business valuation practitioners, and because they

present significant intellectual challenges worth consid-

ering by scholars and practitioners alike.22

(Winter 2016) Gilbert Matthews, CFA, presents an in-

depth, detailed review of ‘‘Stock-for-Stock Mergers: An

Empirical Study of Fairness Determinations in Fairness

Opinions’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/10.5791/BVR-D-16-

00015.1. In a follow-up to his prior analysis on cash

transaction fairness opinions,23 Matthews examines

stock-for-stock mergers (where the selling shareholders

retains an equity interest in the ongoing enterprise). I

appreciate this article for its extensive analysis of the

substantive valuation aspects of fairness opinions (which

I find are a trove of enlightening and useful information).

(Summer 2017) Raymond Rath, ASA, CEIV, CFA,

discusses the newly created ASA designation: ‘‘Certified

in Entity and Intangible Valuations (CEIV)—Advancing

the Quality of Valuations’’: https://bvreview.org/doi/10.

5791/CEIV-1.1. Given the ever-increasing importance of

the valuation of intangible assets, this new designation is

something we ought to consider and understand better. As

stated in the abstract: ‘‘This article provides an overview

of various efforts to advance valuation quality over the

years. An overview of the Mandatory Performance

Framework and the Application of the MPF is provided,

as is a discussion of the CEIV designation and related

requirements.’’ As our valuation profession continues to

evolve, articles such as this one that educate us on how

ASA is responding to that evolution are noteworthy.

Closing Thoughts, for Now

First of all, thanks to the existing editors emeritus (Jay

Fishman, FASA; Roger Grabowski, ASA; and Dan

McConaughy, PhD, ASA) for suggestions of relevant

articles to include in this review. In all, I include archived

articles from the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s, and the current

decade of the 2010s. These are but a small sample of the

nearly 800 articles published and available online from

the Business Valuation Review. Consider this virtual

library an extension to all the education, training, and

knowledge you gain from courses, conferences, newslet-

ters, and peers to develop and maintain your competence

as a professional appraiser.

In reviewing all the issues of Business Valuation
Review, I found that although some authors have

19See https://bschool.pepperdine.edu/institutes-centers/centers/applied-
research/research/pcmsurvey/.
20Daniel McConaughy and Lorena Bordi, ‘‘The Long Term Relationship
between Capital Expenditures and Depreciation Across Industries:
Important Data for Capitalized Income Based Valuations,’’ Business
Valuation Review 23 (2004):14–18.
21The article also draws on and cites prior work examining the
CAPEX¼DEPR question, including Gilbert Matthews, ‘‘CapX ¼
Depreciation Is Unrealistic Assumption for Most Terminal Values;
Frequent Error Causes Overvaluation,’’ Business Valuation Update 8
(2002):1, 3. See also Jay B. Abrams, ‘‘Forecasting Cash Flow:
Mathematics of the Payout Ratio,’’ Business Valuation Review 22
(2003):66–76.

22Although I have my own perspectives on both topics, and thus a
number of disagreements with the content presented, I deeply respect the
criticisms and thought-provoking questions leveled by both scholars.
23See Gilbert E. Matthews, ‘‘Valuation Methods in Fairness Opinions:
An Empirical Study of Cash Transactions,’’ Business Valuation Review
31 (2012):55–74, https://bvreview.org/doi/full/10.5791/12-00009.1.
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contributed many articles (prior editors and associate

editors/editorial review board members, in particular,

contributing extensively over the years), the majority of

our knowledge base has actually come from a wide array

of authors, contributing perhaps only a few times or even

once, and representing many different perspectives—

from research academicians to professors of practice to

established ‘‘old guard’’ names in our profession to

relatively new and unknown names; all have had a role in

expanding our knowledge and challenging our thinking to

make us better in our business valuation profession. I

encourage each person reading this to take time to review

this store of knowledge presented in the reprinted articles

and all the other articles available online, and to add your

own knowledge and expertise in an article submission to

help advance the profession.
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CAPM and Business Valuation
by James H. Schilt, ASA, CBA, CFA
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Don’t gamble; take all your savings and buy some
good stock, and hold it till it goes up, then sell it.
If it don’t go up, don’t buy it.

Endnote
 1.  The Emperor’s New Clothes

“Look. He’s naked. That guy in the crown
is naked.”
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The primary implication of the capital asset pric-
ing model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964), Lintner
(1965), and Black (1972) is that a positive linear
relationship exists between expected returns on
securities and their market betas and thus vari-
ables other than beta should not capture the cross-
sectional variation in expected returns. Over the
past two decades, many researchers have found
that idiosyncratic factors, such as stock size, book
value of equity to market value of equity (BE /ME),
and the earnings-to-price ratio have significant
explanatory power for average stock returns but
that beta has little or no explanatory power at the
individual-stock level.
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The Residual Income Method of Business Valuation
by Ronald S. Longhofer, JD, CFA, CFE

I. Introduction
Although quite well known in academic circles and 

among CFA candidates and charterholders,1 little has 
been written about the Residual Income Method (RIM) 
of business valuation in the business appraisal litera-
ture.2 Certainly, the RIM has not gained widespread 
application in the business valuation community, de-
spite its many advantages. The RIM is a method of 
valuation within the income approach. The primary 
features distinguishing the RIM from the more familiar 
discounted cash flow (DCF) method are (1) that it is 
based on accrual accounting net income rather than net 
cash flows, and (2) that it relies upon accounting book 
value as the anchor of value. It is often claimed, under 
the banner of “cash is king,” that cash flow is a better 
measure of value than accounting net income due to 
management’s ability to manipulate the latter. However, 
the RIM in fact yields exactly the same value, as does 
the DCF method when applied with the same valuation 
assumptions. This article illustrates the basic features 
of the RIM, and compares the results of applying it to 
those yielded by the DCF method.

II. The Residual Income Method
The RIM employs concepts similar to economic 

value added (EVA) analysis,3 in that it measures value 
added in terms of earnings in excess of the required 
rate of return on capital employed. Starting with the 
value of its existing capital, a firm adds value only to the 
extent that its returns exceed its cost of capital. Thus, 
under the RIM, the value of equity (Ve) is calculated 
using the following general formula:

 Ve = BV0 + Σ [RIt/(1+ ke)t] (1)
Where:

BV0 = Beginning book value of equity; 
ke = Cost of equity capital; and 
RIt = Residual Income at time t, defined as: 

 NIt – (ke* BVt-1) (2)

Where: 
NIt = Accrual accounting net income at time t; and 
BVt-1 = Book value of equity at time t-1.

As with the DCF method, the RIM may be applied 
either to capitalize a single period’s return (both where 
it is assumed that future period returns will be stable, 
and where such returns are expected to grow at a stable 
rate in perpetuity), or to discount projected returns over 

multiple discrete periods followed by a capitalized ter-
minal value. It can also be used either to value equity 
directly, or to value equity indirectly by first valuing 
the entire enterprise on a “debt free” basis and then 
subtracting the market value of debt. 
A. Direct Equity Valuation Using Single-Period 

Capitalization
For a single-period capitalization, formula (1) above 

reduces to beginning book value plus either a perpe-
tuity or a growing perpetuity, depending on whether 
future residual income is expected to be stable or to 
grow at a stable rate. 

1. Future Returns Expected to be Stable
In the simplest case where future residual income is 

expected to be stable, the formula becomes:
 Ve = BV0 + RI1/ke (3)
Where: 
RI1 = Residual income at the end of period one, 
defined as:

 NI1 – (ke* BV0) (4)

Where: 
NI1 = Accrual accounting net income at the end of 
period one; and 
BV0= Beginning book value.

To illustrate the application of the RIM in this situ-
ation, assume that ABC Company has the following 
simplified balance sheet, where year 0 represents the 
valuation date, and year 1 represents the projected 
balance sheet one year hence:

Year 0 1

Growth

Rate

Current Assets 30 30 0%

Fixed Assets 80 80 0%

Total Assets 110 110 0%

Current Liabilities 20 20 0%

Long-term Debt 40 40 0%

Equity 50 50 0%

Liabilities + Equity 110 110 0%

Since no growth is anticipated, the balance sheet is 
in a steady state. Under this scenario, there will be no 
change in working capital requirements, and capital 
expenditures will be necessary only to replace existing 
fixed assets, i.e., at a level equal to depreciation. 
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Year 1

Earnings before interest 

and taxes (EBIT) 20.00

Interest (2.00)

Earnings before taxes 

(EBT) 18.00

Taxes (7.20)

NI 10.80

Now, assume further that ABC Company is expected 
to have the following simplified income statement for 
year 1, assuming a cost of debt of 5% and an effective 
tax rate of 40%.

Assuming a cost of equity capital of 15%, we are 
now ready to value the equity of ABC Company un- 
der the RIM by applying formula (3) above:

 Ve = BV0 + RI1/ke = 50 + [10.80 – 
 (0.15 * 50)]/0.15 = 72.

Comparing the results of the RIM with the single-
period capitalization of cash flows method, we use the  
traditional definition of net cash flow to equity (NCFe):4

 NCFe = NI + Depreciation – Capital 
 Expenditures – Increase in working capital + 
 Increase in long-term debt (5)

In this steady state scenario, as stated above, capital 
expenditures are equal to depreciation, and these fac-
tors cancel out. Further, no increase in working capital 
or long-term debt is needed. Therefore, in this simple 
example, NCFe = NI. Using the no-growth single- 
period capitalization method to calculate the value of 
equity, we arrive at the same value as we did under the 
RIM:
 Ve = NCFe / ke  = 10.80/0.15 = 72.

It should be further noted that, under the no-growth 
assumptions of this example, all net income is paid out 
in dividends (there being no need to retain earnings as 
there is no growth to fund). Using the accounting con-
vention of the “clean surplus relationship:”
 BV1 = BV0 + NI1 – Div1 (6)

Solving for Div1,
 Div1 = BV0 + NI1  - BV1. (7)

As BV1 = BV0 in our example, it follows that Div1 = 
NI1. Accordingly, we can also value ABC Company 
using the dividend discount model (DDM) and get the 
same result. The DDM formula is as follows:
 Ve = Div1 / ke (8)

Setting dividends equal to net income, we arrive at 
the same value:

 Ve = Div1 / ke = 10.80/0.15 = 72.

2. Future Returns Expected to Grow
Now assume the same facts as above, except that 

future returns are expected to grow at a rate of 4% 
in perpetuity. We now modify formula (3) above as 
follows:
 Ve = BV0 + RI1/(ke – g) (9)

With a 4% growth rate, the above balance sheet is 
changed to look like this:

Note that the capital structure has remained constant 
with the 4% growth funded by a combination of re-
tained earnings and increased long-term debt.

Assuming the same year 1 income and other param-
eters, the year 1 income statement is again as follows 
(the difference being that it is now expected to grow at 
4% in the future):

Under these assumptions, the RIM yields the fol-
lowing value for the equity of ABC Company:
 Ve = BV0 + RI1/(ke – g) = 50 + [10.80 – 
 (0.15 * 50)]/(0.15 – 0.04) = 80.

For comparison, let us now compute the equity value 
by capitalizing net cash flows to equity. From the above 
balance sheet, we can determine that in year 1, capital 
expenditures have exceeded depreciation by 3.2, work-
ing capital has grown by 0.4, while long-term debt has 
grown by 1.6. Under these circumstances, using formula 
(5) above:
 NCFe = 10.80 – 3.2 – 0.4 + 1.6 = 8.8.

Year 0 1

Growth

Rate

Current Assets 30 31.2 4%

Fixed Assets 80 83.2 4%

Total Assets 110 114.4 4%

Current Liabilities 20 20.8 4%

Long-term Debt 40 41.6 4%

Equity 50 52 4%

Liabilities + Equity 110 114.4 4%

Year 1

Earnings before interest 

and taxes (EBIT) 20.00

Interest (2.00)

Earnings before taxes 

(EBT) 18.00

Taxes (7.20)

NI 10.80
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Using the Gordon Growth Model for a growing per-
petuity, we again arrive at the same value as we did 
under the RIM:
 Ve = NCFe / (ke – g) = 8.80/(0.15 - 0.04) = 80.

The same result is obtained using the Dividend Dis-
count Model (DDM). Using formula (7) above, divi-
dends in year 1 are computed, using the clean surplus 
relationship, as follows:
 Div1 = BV0 + NI1  - BV1. = 50 + 10.80 – 52 = 8.80.

We therefore calculate the DDM value of equity as 
follows:
 Ve = Div1 / (ke – g)= 8.80/(0.15 - 0.04) = 80.

It is thus apparent that equity can be valued directly 
using the RIM, the capitalization of cash flows method, 
or the dividend discount model, all with the same re-
sults under the same assumptions.
B. Indirect Equity Valuation Using Single-Period 

Capitalization
As noted above, the RIM can also be used to value

equity indirectly, by first determining the enterprise 
value of the firm, and then deducting the market value 
of debt. This can be done using single-period capi-
talization, both where future returns are expected to 
be stable, and where they are expected to grow at a 
constant rate.
As with the DCF method, the RIM requires differ-
ent metrics to value the total enterprise on a “debt 
free” basis, but the basic formula is the same. The 
anchor of value is the book value of operating assets 
rather than the book value of equity, and residual 
income is measured by operating income rather than 
net income. Instead of the cost of equity, the weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC) is used. Thus, the 
basic formula becomes:
 Vf = OA0 + Σ [RIt/(1+ WACC)t] (10)

Where: 
Vf = Value of firm; 
OA0 = Book value of beginning operating assets; 
WACC = Weighted average cost of capital; and 
RIt = Residual Income at time t, defined as: 

 OIt – WACC * OAt-1  (11)

Where: 
OIt = Operating income at time t; and 
OAt-1 = Book value of operating assets at time t-1.

Operating assets (OA) are defined to be distinct from 
financial assets. For purposes of RIM valuation, OA 
= Total assets – Current liabilities. Operating income 
(OI) is defined to eliminate the after-tax effect of inter-
est expense (thus “debt free”). Therefore, OI = EBIT * 
(1-t), where EBIT is earnings before interest and taxes, 

and t is the effective tax rate. Equivalently, OI = NI + I 
* (1-t), where I is interest expense.

1. Future Returns Expected to be Stable
With these definitions in mind, where future residual 

income is expected to be stable, the formula becomes:
 Vf = OA0 + RI1/WACC (12)

Where: 
RI1 = Residual income at the end of period one, 
defined as:

 OI1 – (WACC * OA0) (13)

Where: 
OI1 = Operating income at the end of period one; and 
OA0= Book value of beginning operating assets.

The enterprise value (Vf) is then reduced by the value 
of debt to calculate the value of equity.

To illustrate the use of the RIM to calculate the enter-
prise value of the firm where future returns are expected 
to be stable, consider the same balance for ABC Com-
pany as was used above, with the addition of an entry 
for operating assets (OA):

Under this steady state scenario, as before, there will 
be no change in working capital requirements, and capi-
tal expenditures will be necessary only to replace exist-
ing fixed assets, i.e., at a level equal to depreciation.

Assume further the same year 1 income statement, 
expanded to show the computation of operating in-
come (OI):

Assuming the same cost of debt (5%) and the 
same cost of equity (15%) as above, the WACC that 
equates the indirect and direct values is approximately 
10.743%. The RIM value is calculated as follows:

Year 0 1

Growth

Rate

Current Assets 30 30 0%

Fixed Assets 80 80 0%

Total Assets 110 110 0%

Current Liabilities 20 20 0%

Long-term Debt 40 40 0%

Equity 50 50 0%

Liabilities + Equity 110 110 0%

Operating Assets 90 90 0%

EBIT 20

OI 12

I * (1-t) 1.2

NI 10.8

Div 8.8
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 Vf = OA0 + RI1/WACC = 90 + [12 – 
 (0.10743 * 90)]/0.10743 = 112 (rounded). 
 Debt of 40 is then subtracted to 
 get an equity value of 72.

Comparing the indirect calculation of equity value 
using the RIM with the single-period capitalization of 
cash flows method, we use the traditional definition of 
net cash flow to invested capital (NCFf):
 NCFf = NI + Depreciation – Capital 
 Expenditures – Increase in 
 working capital + I * (1-t) (14)

In this steady state scenario, as stated above, capital 
expenditures are equal to depreciation, and these fac-
tors cancel out. Further, no increase in working cap- 
ital is needed. Therefore, in this simple example, NCFf 
= NI + I * (1-t) = 10.80 + 1.2 = 12. Using the no-growth 
single-period capitalization method to calculate the 
value of equity indirectly, we arrive at the same value 
as we did under the RIM:
 Vf = NCFf / WACC  = 12/0.10743 = 112 (rounded). 
 Subtracting debt of 40, produces the same equity 
 value as reached using the RIM, i.e., 72.

2.  Future Returns Expected to Grow
Now assume the same facts as above, except that, 

as under the direct procedure, future returns are ex-
pected to grow at a rate of 4% in perpetuity. We now 
modify formula (12) above as follows:
 Vf = OA0 + RI1/(WACC – g) (15)

With a 4% growth rate, the above balance sheet is 
modified as follows:

Note that the capital structure has again remained 
constant with the 4% growth funded by a combination 
of retained earnings and increased long-term debt.

Assuming the same year 1 income and other param-
eters, the year 1 income statement is again as follows 
(the difference being that it is now expected to grow at 
4% in the future):

The WACC that equates the direct and indirect eq-
uity values is approximately 10.908%. Under these 
assumptions, the RIM yields the following enterprise 
value for ABC Company:
 Vf = OA0 + RI1/(WACC – g) = 90 + [12 – 
 (0.10908 * 90)]/0.06908 = 122 (rounded). 
 Subtracting debt of 40, the equity value is 82.

The parallel calculation using free cash flow to the 
firm yields the same result. As before, in year 1 capi- 
tal expenditure exceeded depreciation by 3.2, while 
working capital grew by 0.4. After-tax interest expense 
was 1.2. Using formula (14) above:
 NCFf = 10.80 – 3.2 – 0.4 + 1.2 = 8.40.

Using the Gordon Growth Model for a growing per-
petuity, we again arrive at the same value as we did 
under the RIM:
 Vf = NCFf / (WACC – g) = 8.40/(0.06908) = 122 
 (rounded). Subtracting debt of 40 again 
 results in an equity value of 82.

It can be seen from the above that the same equity 
values are obtained under both the RIM and the DCF 
methods, when capitalizing single periods under as-
sumptions of either stable or constantly growing re-
turns. This is true whether equity is valued directly or 

indirectly.
C. Multiple-Period DCF Compared to Residual 

   Income Method
The above-described equivalence between the 

DCF method and the RIM also obtains for valuations 
using multiple discrete periods followed by a termi- 
nal capitalized value. A detailed illustration is con-
tained in Exhibit A, representing a hypothetical start-
up business. Note that once again the same equity 
values are obtained under the same assumptions, 
regardless whether equity is valued directly or indi-
rectly. 

III. Advantages of the Residual Income 
     Method

While the same valuation results are obtained, the 
RIM has a number of advantages over valuation using 
cash flows. First, it requires the analyst to focus on the 
true drivers of value, which are the amount of capital 
invested, and the return on that investment. As with 

Year 0 1

Growth

Rate

Current Assets 30 31.2 4%

Fixed Assets 80 83.2 4%

Total Assets 110 114.4 4%

Current Liabilities 20 20.8 4%

Long-term Debt 40 41.6 4%

Equity 50 52 4%

Liabilities + Equity 110 114.4 4%

Operating Assets 90 93.6 4%

EBIT 20

OI 12

I * (1-t) 1.2

NI 10.8

Div 8.8
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EVA, the RIM defines increases in value as returns 
in excess of the required rate. Note in Exhibit A that, 
despite high earnings growth rates, the RIM shows nega-
tive residual income in the early years of the start-up 
enterprise, while the cash flow methods show positive 
cash flows. The company is actually destroying value 
until it starts to stabilize in year 5. It is impossible to 
tell from cash flow analysis alone whether a company is 
earning positive economic returns on its investment. 

Second, the RIM takes advantage of accrual account-
ing, which matches value added with value surren- 
dered, and recognizes value that may be added before 
cash flows are received. Unlike cash flow analysis, the 
RIM treats investments as assets rather than as lost value, 
and anchors value on the equity already recognized in 
the balance sheet.

Third, the RIM places far less weight on the termi- 
nal value, i.e., the distant earnings that are the most 
difficult to project. In Exhibit A, for example, under 
the DCF method (direct equity procedure), the termi-
nal value accounts for 2,239 out of the total value of 
3,392. In contrast, under the RIM, the terminal value 
accounts for only 746, with the bulk of value coming 
from the book value of equity, for which no projections 
are required. 

IV. Conclusion
The RIM is worthy of consideration either as a pri-

mary valuation method, or as a check on valuations 
performed using the single-period capitalization or 
multiple-period DCF methods. It is widely recognized 
in the academic literature, and is taught to countless 
students in business schools, as well as to CFA candi-
dates, both in the U.S. and abroad. It yields the same 
values under the same assumptions as the DCF method, 
but directs the analyst’s attention to the true sources of 
value, i.e., existing investment and return on that in-
vestment exceeding the cost of capital.
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EXHIBIT A

Terminal
End of Period 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Income Statement
Revenue 2466.5 2760.0 3726.0 4657.5 5356.1 5891.7 6186.3 6495.6 5% 5.00%
Cost of Goods Sold 65% (1603.2) (1794.0) (2421.9) (3027.3) (3481.4) (3829.6) (4021.1) (4222.1) 5% 5.00%
Depreciation 30% (720.0) (737.1) (788.7) (818.3) (836.7) (849.3) (891.7) (936.3) 5% 5.00%
EBIT 143.3 228.9 515.4 811.8 1037.9 1212.8 1273.5 1337.1 5% 5.00%
Interest (19.5) (11.3) (11.4) (11.6) (12.1) (12.6) (13.2) (13.9) 5% 5.00%
EBT 123.8 217.6 504.0 800.2 1025.8 1200.2 1260.2 1323.2 5% 5.00%
Income Tax (49.5) (87.0) (201.6) (320.1) (410.3) (480.1) (504.1) (529.3) 5% 5.00%
Net Income 74.3 130.6 302.4 480.1 615.5 720.1 756.1 793.9 5% 5.00%

Balance Sheet
Cash 1,200 826.1 778.0 601.6 549.1 590.7 694.2 728.9 765.4 5% 5.00%
Accounts Receivable 246.6 276.0 372.6 465.7 535.6 589.2 618.6 649.6 5% 5.00%
Inventory 390 144.3 161.5 218.0 272.5 313.3 344.7 361.9 380.0 5% 5.00%
PP&E 2,000 2400.0 2457.1 2629.1 2727.7 2789.1 2830.9 2972.5 3121.1 5% 5.00%
Total Assets 3,590 3617.0 3672.5 3821.2 4015.1 4228.7 4459.0 4681.9 4916.0 5% 5.00%
Accounts Payable 173.1 193.8 261.6 327.0 376.0 413.6 434.3 456.0 5% 5.00%
Long-Term Debt 390 225.3 227.6 232.9 241.3 252.0 264.7 277.9 291.8 5% 5.00%
Retained Earnings 18.6 51.2 126.8 246.8 400.7 580.7 769.8 968.2 33% 25.79%
Book Value of Equity 3,200 3218.6 3251.2 3326.8 3446.8 3600.7 3780.7 3969.8 4168.2 5% 5.00%
Liabilities + Equity 3617.0 3672.5 3821.2 4015.1 4228.7 4459.0 4681.9 4916.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Cash Flow Statement
Net Income 74.3 130.6 302.4 480.1 615.5 720.1 756.1 793.9 5% 5.00%
 + Depreciation 720.0 737.1 788.7 818.3 836.7 849.3 891.7 936.3 5% 5.00%
 -  Non-Cash Current Assets (0.9) (46.5) (153.1) (147.6) (110.7) (84.9) (46.7) (49.0) -45% 5.00%
 + Current Liabilities 173.1 20.6 67.8 65.4 49.0 37.6 20.7 21.7 -45% 5.00%
Cash from Operations 966.5 841.8 1005.8 1216.2 1390.5 1522.1 1621.9 1703.0 7% 5.00%
 - Capex (1120.0) (794.3) (960.7) (916.9) (898.1) (891.1) (1033.3) (1084.9) 16% 5.00%
 -Dividends Paid (55.7) (97.9) (226.8) (360.1) (461.6) (540.1) (567.1) (595.5) 5% 5.00%
 + LTD (164.7) 2.3 5.3 8.4 10.8 12.6 13.2 13.9
Cash (373.9) (48.1) (176.4) (52.4) 41.6 103.5 34.7 36.4

DCF Method (Direct Equity Procedure)
NCFe = NI + Dep - Capex -

WC + LTD 56 98 227 360 462 540 567 595 5% 5.00%
DCF 48 74 149 206 230 233 213
Sum of DCF 1,154
Terminal Value 2,239

Equity Value 3,392

Residual Income Method (Direct Equity Procedure)
Residual Income = NI(t) -

Ke*Equity(t-1) (406) (352) (185) (19) 98 180 189 198
Discounted Residual Income (353) (266) (122) (11) 49 78 71
BV0 + Sum of RI 2,646
Terminal Value 746

Equity Value 3,392

DCF Valuation (Debt Free Procedure)
NCFf = NI + I*(1-t) - Capex 

+ Dep - WC 232 102 228 359 458 535 562 590
DCF 203 78 153 209 234 239 219
Sum of DCF 1,335
Terminal Value 2,447
Enterprise Value 3,782
Less: LTD (390)

Equity Value 3,392

Residual Income Valuation (Debt Free Procedure)
Residual Income = OI(t) -

WACC*OA(t-1) (431) (359) (192) (25) 92 173 182 191
Discounted RI (377) (274) (128) (15) 47 77 71
OA0 + Sum of RI 2,991
Terminal Value 791
Enterprise Value 3,782
Less: LTD (390)

Equity Value 3,392
Model Assumptions:
Cost of Debt (Kd) 5%
Cost of Equity (Ke) 15%
Weight of Debt (Wd) 5%
Weight of Equity (We) 95%
WACC 14%
Tax Rate (t) 40%
Long-term Growth Rate (g) 5%
Dividend Payout 75%

Reconciliation of DCF Method with Residual Earnings Method



Growth in the Constant Growth Model

by James R. Morris, PhD

Abstract

This article discusses the conditions that justify the
use of the constant growth model. The constant growth
model is very sensitive to the assumptions regarding the
firm’s operating ratios, capital structure, and dividend
policy. If the constant growth model is used and these
factors are not coordinated and consistent, the valua-
tion estimate using the equity method will not agree
with the valuation estimate obtained with the invested
capital method. On the other hand, if all the factors are
coordinated, or ‘‘in sync,’’ these two methods will
generate identical values when the constant growth
model is used. Data presented at the end of the article
suggests that only a small proportion of companies have
growth rates that would make them good candidates to
be valued using the constant growth model.

Introduction

Growth is part of almost every discussion of value, and

in appraising the value of a firm, the growth forecast is

one of the most pivotal inputs. The importance of growth

is evident in the constant growth model that is used in

many firm valuations. The constant growth model is

Value0 ¼ Cash Flow1=ðk � gÞ ð1Þ

where k is the discount rate, and g is the growth rate of the

cash flow expected to prevail over the perpetual life of the

firm. When faced with the task of valuing a growing firm,

many appraisers probably resort to the use of the constant

growth model shown in (1). They use this either directly,

as the value at the valuation date, or indirectly, in con-

junction with a period-by-period valuation using the

constant growth model for the value at the horizon. The

point is that many valuations frequently rely on using the

constant growth model at some stage of the valuation.

In constant growth formula (1), the growth rate’s

importance is equal to the discount rate. A one percent-

age point increase in growth has the same impact on

value as a one percentage point decrease in the discount

rate. Yet, despite the obvious importance of growth in

estimating value, little effort is devoted to estimating, or

even understanding growth. We have 40 years of highly

technical research that has been devoted to improving

our estimates of the discount rate, k. But we have

relatively little guidance for estimating or even under-

standing the growth rate. Given the importance of

growth in the valuation process, more effort needs to be

devoted to enhancing our understanding and ability to

forecast growth. The purpose of this article is to add a

little to this understanding. In Part 1, we discuss the

conditions necessary to have consistent values from the

invested capital and equity valuation methods when we

use the constant growth model. In Part 2 we briefly

summarize growth data so we have a better idea of what

growth rates companies have experienced and what rates

are applicable to the constant growth model.

Part 1. Constant Growth in the Valuation of
Invested Capital and Equity

The constant growth model can be used for either the

equity method or the invested capital method of valua-

tion. The cash flows, discount rates, and growth rates

must match the method. For the equity approach with

constant growth, the cash flow is the cash flow to equity,

denoted as CFE, and the discount rate is the equity

investor’s required return, k
E
. With the invested capital

method, the cash flow is the cash flow to invested

capital, denoted as CFIC, and the discount rate is the

weighted average cost of capital, k
WACC

. Of course, the

perpetual growth in the formula is the annual growth in

the respective cash flows, denoted by g
CFE

, and g
CFIC

.

When all the inputs are correctly defined and are ‘‘in
sync,’’ we should get values that are the same whichever

method we use. That is, using the notation we have

introduced, we should obtain the same estimate of equity

value from both methods:

Equity method:

Equity value0 ¼ CFE1=ðkE � gCFEÞ: ð2Þ

Invested capital method:

Equity value0 ¼ ½CFIC1=ðkWACC � gCFICÞ� � debt0:

ð3Þ
The difficulty we might encounter is that we may not

get the same values with the two methods. We seem to

have done all the computations right, used the right

formulas, yet end up with two different values. We aren’t

quite sure why we get two different values, but if they

aren’t too far apart, we pick one and proceed—chalking

up the difference to rounding error. But the problem is

probably not rounding error. The problem is that the

constant growth model is very sensitive to the inputs,

and all the inputs must be precisely ‘‘in sync’’ to get

consistent estimates from the two methods.

For the constant growth model to yield consistent

values, all the assumptions and forecasts about the firm

have to be ‘‘in sync.’’ The crucial assumptions and
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factors where the mistakes are most likely to occur

include the following:

1. The growth rate must be sustainable forever, and,

of course, must be less than the discount rate.1

2. Cash flow to equity and cash flow to invested

capital must be consistent.

3. Interest rates and costs of capital are expected to be

the same every period forever.

4. Assumptions use to calculate cost of equity must

be consistent with the assumptions used to calcu-

late the weighted average cost of capital.

5. The firm’s operating ratios (profit margins, asset

turnover, etc.) are stable.

6. The capital structure is stable, with the proportional

mix of debt and equity, in market value terms,

being the same every period, forever.

7. The capital structure, dividend policy, and the

growth rates must be consistent.

A critical reader can be excused for saying ‘‘Of

course, it’s obvious that everything needs to be consis-

tent.’’ However, I suspect that a few valuations occasion-

ally fail to show the level of consistency necessary for

the models to work correctly and yield consistent results.

To see how errors might occur, let’s consider the

following example. Exhibit 1 shows financial statements

for the Mythic Corporation. The balance sheet applies to

time t¼ 0, and the income statements and cash flows are

forecasts for year 1 that ends at t¼ 1. Assume that sales,

CFIC, and CFE are all forecasted to grow at 7% annually

forever. The operating ratios such as profit margin and

asset turnover are expected to be stable. Note that all of

the equity cash flow is paid out as a dividend, and the

dividend payout ratio is 80% (1,231.2/1,539.0). Assume

that the capital asset pricing model applies, and that the

Hamada adjustment of beta is appropriate based on mar-

ket value leverage ratios. The risk free interest rate is k
F
¼

4%, the market risk premium is (k
M
� k

F
) ¼ 5%, and

Mythic’s equity would have a beta of 1.0 if it had no debt.

Using this data, we calculate the value of equity using

the equity method assuming constant growth. Then we

calculate the value of equity using the invested capital

approach. Hopefully, we will get the same equity value

using both methods. Because the correct application of

either method requires that the capital structure weights in

our cost of capital calculations be based on market values,

and the market values are the things we are estimating, the

problem is circular, and will require some iterations.

For the equity method, we start the iterative process

using book value capital ratios, and iterate until we

converge on the value of equity where the capital ratios

and the computed equity value agree. At each iteration,

the value of equity is calculated as

Exhibit 1
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Equity value0 ¼ 1; 231:2=ðkE � 0:07Þ;

where k
E

changes as we adjust the market value based

debt to equity as input for beta. Exhibit 2 shows the

results of this iterative process. After six iterations, the

estimated value of equity converges to $57,069.2 Note

that this converged value is 62% greater than the

$35,180.4 that we get using book value weights in

iteration 1.

Next, we use the same iterative process to estimate

value of invested capital and the value of equity. Exhibit

3 shows the equity value converge to $51,450.8, which

differs by 37% from the $81,751.3 we got in iteration 1

using book values. But more important for our present

discussion is that this converged value using the invested

capital method disagrees with the converged value we

got with the equity method. With the equity method, we

got equity value of $57,069, and with the invested

capital method we got $51,450.8—a difference of about

10%.

The difference between the results from the two

methods is not due to improper calculations or rounding

error. The difference is due to the fact that our forecast

assumptions are inconsistent with the requirements of a

constant growth model. The constant growth model is a

very picky mistress. If you don’t live by her rules, she

will give you inconsistent results.

Where did we go astray in this case? Which rules did

we break? Luckily, we managed not to break all of them.

But unluckily, we broke some that are hardest to detect.

We violated assumptions 6 and 7 in the list above.

Growth, capital structure, and dividend policy are all

interrelated, so they have to be consistent. These are the

items that are hardest to keep consistent, or to even be

aware that they are inconsistent.

In this example, we projected 7% growth in cash flow

to both invested capital and equity, we assumed the

capital structure would be 33.3% debt (in book value

terms3) every period forever, and we assumed that we

had an 80% dividend payout ratio. In addition, it is

assumed that there is a constant, stable relation between

assets and sales so that assets need to grow at the same

rate as sales. In this case, we assumed that the turnover

of total assets (sales
0
/total assets

0
) must be 1.0 every

period. These seemingly reasonable forecasts and as-

sumptions are inconsistent. For this firm’s sales to grow

at 7% requires that assets increase at the same rate. This,

in turn, requires investment and financing. To maintain a

stable mix of debt and equity requires that new debt and

new equity be added in a fixed, constant proportion each

period. Some, or all, of the equity financing must come

from retained earnings. This implies that the dividend

policy must be tailored to the growth rate and the

proportional debt–equity mix. In the constant growth

context, growth, capital structure, and dividend policy

have to work together. If one is not consistent with the

others, the constant growth model yields inconsistent

results and is inappropriate to the situation.

This example was set up with the book value capital

structure assumed to be 33.3% debt, with all the other

operating ratios for the firm stable over time. If we hold

the growth rate constant, the 80% dividend payout will

not leave sufficient retained earnings to keep the capital

structure stable. At this growth rate, the firm will have to

issue proportionally too much debt, and the proportion of

debt will continually increase. In this case, the debt to

Exhibit 2

Equity Method. Iterations to Converge on Equity Value. Dividend Payout at 80%

Exhibit 3

Invested Capital Method. Iterations to Converge on Equity Value
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total capital (book values) will increase from 33.3% at t
¼ 0 to 38.5% by year 5, and continue to increase after

that. This doesn’t seem like much, but it violates a basic

assumption for the using WACC in the constant growth

model, and is enough to lead to the inconsistent value

estimates noted above.

Dividend payout

To have everything work ‘‘in sync,’’ what has to give?

What can we adjust so the model is valid? We can adjust

any or all of the items: growth rate, capital structure, or

dividend payout. Let’s consider dividend payout. To

keep everything in balance, meet our financing needs,

and maintain a stable debt–equity mix, the payout would

have to be 72.7% of earnings. Higher payout would

provide insufficient equity, lower payout would provide

too much equity. Either way, the debt–equity mix would

change. The payout of 72.7% leaves just enough retained

earnings to keep the debt-to-total capital ratio at 33.3%—

forever. You might ask why couldn’t we have a higher

payout and issue new shares to maintain the equity

financing? The answer is that issuing new equity simply

offsets the higher payout. In the absence of transaction

costs, paying out $3 per share and issuing $1 of new

equity is the same as paying a dividend of $2 and not

issuing any new shares. In terms of payout or retention

ratios, it is the net payout that matters—particularly in

the perpetuity context of the constant growth model.

How do we know that 72.7% dividend payout will

work? Two reasons: first, we will try it out; and second,

a little algebraic manipulation can prove the case. Let’s

look at the Mythic example. Keep all other factors the

same, but change the dividend payout to 72.7%. With

net income in period 1 of $1,539, the dividend will be

$1,118.9 (72.7% 3 1,539 ) and the value of equity with

the equity method will be calculated as

Equity value0 ¼ 1; 118:9=ðkE � 0:07Þ:
The cash flow to invested capital is unchanged, so the

value of equity with the invested capital method will

calculated as

Equity value0 ¼ ½1;017=ðkWACC � :07Þ� � 3; 000;

where the debt at t ¼ 0 is $3,000. The data for the

invested capital approach is not affected by the payout

ratio so long as the capital structure and other factors are

also unchanged. Consequently, the value of invested

capital method will provide the same correct value as in

Exhibit 3, $51,450.8. To get the value of equity, we

have to iterate as we did in Exhibit 2. Without showing

all the steps, the value of equity with the equity method

will be as shown in Exhibit 4, where the values now

agree between both methods—the value of equity is

$51,450.8.

You might ask ‘‘why use the equity method if the

invested capital method worked correctly in the first

place?’’ The answer is that you can use either method,

but all the factors have to agree. If the dividend payout

really was 80%, with all other elements unchanged, the

invested capital method in Exhibit 3 would not be

correct. The reason is that with a payout of 80%, the

capital structure would not be stable at 7% growth. The

validity of the invested capital value in Exhibit 3 de-

pends on the stable capital structure.

Where does the payout of 72.7% come from, and why

does it work? As noted above, the stable payout can be

derived with a little algebraic manipulation4 that yields

the following formula in terms of the retention ratio:

Retention ratio ¼ equity0
total assets0

" #
total assets0

sales0

" #

3
gS

ð1þ gSÞ

" #
=net profit margin

ð4Þ

Retention ratio ¼ 6; 000

10;000

" #
10; 000

10; 000

" #

3
0:07

ð1:07Þ

" #
=0:144 ¼ 0:273

Payout ratio ¼ 1� 0:273 ¼ 0:727

In this formula, the ratios are in terms of book values on

the same date. For example, total assets
0
/sales

0
¼ 10,000/

10,000 refers to assets and sales both at the end of period

0, in contrast to sales shown in Exhibit 1 of $10,700 that

are at the end of period 1, after the 7% growth in sales

has occurred. The derivation of this formula assumes that

the structure of the firm (asset turnover, net profit margin,

and capital ratios) is stable in the long run, and calculates

the retention ratio necessary to maintain a constant debt

ratio and equity-to-total asset ratio. For a given structure

and growth rate, the payout ratio is unique. While this is

not the only dividend policy the firm can use, it is the

only dividend policy that will support 7% sales growth

and a stable capital structure. To support faster growth,

with the same margin, debt ratio, and asset turnover, the

Exhibit 4

Equity Method. Iterations to Converge on Equity Value.

Dividend Payout at 72.7%
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payout would have to be reduced, and vice versa for

slower growth. The point is, if you use a constant growth

model, you must have a stable situation. That requires

that the firm structure (asset turnover, profit margin,

capital ratios, and dividend payout) be stable and consis-

tent over time.

Investment

Investment is another of the items that must be ‘in

sync’ for the constant growth model to be valid. Invest-

ment in new assets enters into the constant growth

model in two ways. First, assets must grow to provide

the base for increased sales and cash flows. Second, the

calculation of cash flows available to invested capital

and equity must take account of the funds spent for the

asset investment.

In our Mythic Corporation example, the cash flow

calculations in Exhibit 1 summarized the firm’s invest-

ment, which is based on the following detail:

Net working capital:

Increase in current assets $175

Less: Increase in spontaneous current

liabilities 70

Investment in net working capital $105

Capital investment:

Replacement of depreciated assets $1,000

Net new capital expenditures 525

Gross capital investment $1,525

Total gross investment $1,630

The $1,630 is the gross investment in the sense that it

includes $1,000 for ‘‘replacement of depreciated assets’’

that is included as part of the expenditure to offset the

inclusion of depreciation as part of the operating cash

flow. On a net basis, the total amount spent on net

working capital and fixed assets was $630.

These investments are the amounts necessary to keep

the firm growing and ‘‘in sync.’’ In this case, it is

assumed that, in the long run, the firm will maintain a

constant ratio of total assets to sales, and some of its

liabilities will increase spontaneously as sales increase.

With these relationships stable over time, the net invest-

ment is calculated as

Net investmentt

¼ total assets

sales

" #
�

spontaneous

current liabilities

sales

2
6664

3
7775

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

3 ðsalest�1Þgs
For Mythic in period 1 this would be

Net investment1 ¼
10; 000

10; 000

" #
� 1; 000

10; 000

" #( )

3 ð10;000Þ 0 :07 ¼ $630;

where period 0 sales were $10,000, and the sales growth

rate is 7%.

The point of this example is that this investment is

necessary for sales to grow at 7%, and cash flows to

invested capital and to equity both must take account of

the investment. In the context of the constant growth

model, whatever long run growth rate is assumed, the

investment expenditures in the cash flow calculations

must be consistent with the growth, and vice versa.

Sustainable growth

Whereas the firm structure and policies must be ‘in

sync’ with the growth rate, it follows that the growth

rate must also be consistent with the structure and

policies. The long run growth rate that is consistent with

structure and policies is the sustainable growth rate.

Formula (4) for the retention ratio may look slightly

familiar because it is closely related to the sustainable

growth formula developed by Higgins,5 which is

g� ¼

net profit

margin

� �
retention

ratio

� � total

assets0

equity0

2
664

3
775

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;

total

assets0

sales0

2
664

3
775� net profit

margin

� �
retention

ratio

� � total

assets0

equity0

2
664

3
775

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;
;

(5)

where these ratios are in terms of book values. For

Mythic Corporation this is

g� ¼
ð0:144Þð0:273Þ 10;000

6;000

� �
10;000

10;000

� �
� ð0:144Þð0:273Þ 10; 000

6;000

� �� �

¼ 0:07

Higgins’ sustainable growth represents the highest

rate of sales growth that a firm can support and still

have its operating ratios, capital structure, and dividend

payout stable. In this scheme, all new equity financing

comes from retained earnings, and debt financing is

constrained so the debt-to-equity ratio is constant over

time. This does not mean the firm could not grow at a

different rate—it could grow at a faster or slower rate.

But to support a different sales growth rate, something

has to give. If, over time, the asset-to-sales ratio, cost

structure, profit margin, and dividend payout ratio are

stable, more rapid growth will require the firm to finance
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the asset growth with debt in such a way that the debt

ratios will increase.

When we use the constant growth model (1), we are

assuming that the cash flow will grow at rate g forever.

This rate cannot be chosen arbitrarily. It must be a rate

that is attainable, can be sustained in the long run, and is

consistent with the firm’s operating characteristics and

financial policies. Higgins’s sustainable growth fits these

criteria perfectly. A growth rate that differs substantially

from this sustainable rate should be used only with

careful justification. One should be able to explain how

the firm can grow at a given rate that is consistent with a

stable debt–equity mix, with sufficient stability in other

characteristics that the growth can continue forever at

the same average rate.

Note the term ‘‘average rate’’ in the previous para-

graph. In spite of the sensitivity of the constant growth

model, it is not necessary that the growth rate actually

be the same every period in the future. It is permissible

for the actual growth rate to fluctuate from period to

period. However, it is necessary for the actual growth to

be distributed evenly around an expected or mean

growth rate that is the g used in the formula. That is,

the long run growth, g, in the constant growth model

should be an ‘‘unbiased’’ estimate of the mean rate of

future growth, and actual growth in each period should

be as likely to be above g as below. If there is a

systematic pattern to growth—increasing, decreasing, or

following a systematic cycle, then the firm has not

reached the point of stability where we are justified in

using the constant growth model.

Part 2. Growth Experience

What about the prescription to use the growth rate of

the economy as the long run growth rate? Or perhaps the

inflation rate plus population growth? These rates might

turn out to be correct, but there is nothing automatic

about them. The use of these systemwide rates for a

particular firm also needs some justification other than

just saying everyone uses these rates. One would really

need to explain why these rates apply to the specific

industry and firm, and when the firm is expected to reach

the point where it just keeps pace with the economy. As

a first step, it may be helpful to be reminded of growth

rates actually experienced in the past.

Exhibit 5 presents data summarizing economy-wide

growth rates for the United States from 1930 through

2004. The average annual growth rates in row 1 are

arithmetic averages of the annual rates over the period

indicated, and the standard deviations also are based on

annual observations. The compound average growth in

row 3 is the geometric mean based on the beginning and

ending years of the series.

Various prescriptions for long run growth of a firm’s

cash flows have been suggested based on various broad

economic trends. At the low end would be growth in

population plus inflation. If we base the forecast on past

annual averages, this would be 1.18%þ 3.36%¼ 4.54%

(using CPI). Note that both population growth and infla-

tion have trended down since their earlier peaks. At the

upper end of average aggregate growth would be GDP,

or real GDP plus inflation. These would be 6.77% and

6.61%, respectively. Still higher would be the growth in

aggregate profits or dividends, which were 7.13% and

8.05%, respectively. Because corporate profits and divi-

dends are aggregated data, they reflect the growth in the

business sector, including growth in the number of firms,

so one should be cautious in applying those growth

figures to a single firm.

Exhibit 5

Growth Rates for Selected Aggregate U.S. Data*

*From U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, www.bea.doc.gov/bea/, and the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, http://research.

stlouisfed.org/fred2/
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While these figures help give us some perspective

about growth rates, the range of values we get using the

different versions should cause us to be careful. Arbitrary

choice of one or the other historical growth rates would

lead to wide variations in the estimated value of a

particular firm.

The growth experience of individual firms gives us

another basis for comparison and projection for future

growth in our valuations. We can turn to other studies’ of

growth. One of the more thorough, recent studies of

growth was that by Chan, Karceski, and Lakonishok6

(noted as CKL). CKL examined growth for a sample

consisting of all firms with data in the Compustat data-

base for the period from 1951 to 1997. On average there

were about 2,900 firms in the sample, but with the

growth in the number of companies in the database, there

were as few as 359 in the first year, and about 6,800 in

the last year. They calculated average annual growth for

each company over 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods, and

summarized the results by showing growth data averaged

over all firms in the sample. The variables considered

were sales per share, operating income before deprecia-

tion (EBITDA) per share, and net income available to

common before extraordinary items (per share). Exhibit

6 summarizes selected results from CKL’s Table 1.

These growth rates are the averages annual rates across

all firms in the sample for all possible 10 year holding

periods.

The most representative number is the median (50th

percentile), which shows sales per share growing at

about 10.2% per year, and income per share at about

9.7%. As CKL point out, these figures tend to have an

upward bias because of survivorship, the exclusion of

firms when the income numbers were negative, and their

method of tracking the number of shares that assumes

dividends were reinvested. CKL summarize their results

by noting that ‘‘Our median estimate of the growth rate

of operating performance corresponds closely to the

growth rate of gross domestic product over the sample

period.’’ ‘‘After deducting the dividend yield. . .as well as

inflation, the growth in real income before extraordinary

items is roughly 3.5% per year. This is consistent with

the historical growth rate in real gross domestic

product. . . .’’ (p. 649)

While these data provide some perspective on growth

rates, we should be cautious in interpreting it. A given

firm might jump randomly from the 10th percentile to

the 90th, or possibly even settle for a substantial period

at the 25th percentile. With that possibility in mind, CKL

examined the data for evidence of persistence in growth

rates. They performed several tests to determine whether

firms with above median growth rates in one period

tended to stay in the upper half of the distribution in

subsequent periods. They found that ‘‘While there is

persistence in sales growth, there is no evidence of

persistence in terms of growth in the bottom line as

reflected by [EBITDA] and [net income]. Instead, the

number of firms delivering sustained high growth in

profits is not much different from what is expected by

chance.’’. . .‘‘This finding is what would be expected

from economic theory: Competitive pressures ultimately

dissipate excess earnings, so profitability growth reverts

to a normal rate.’’ (663)7

CKL’s search for growth persistence focused on high

growth. They did not look at the lower end of the

spectrum to find whether firms with slower growth fit

the mold of the constant growth model with long lasting

but steady growth. To gain additional perspective on

firms with slower growth that might fit the requirements

for constant growth, I examined growth for firms listed

on the Compustat Research Insight database with data

for the 19-year period, 1986–2004. The base sample8

consisted of 3,920 companies. Average annual growth

over the sample period was calculated for each company

for sales, EBITDA, income before extraordinary items,

net income, earnings per share (EPS), total dividends,

and dividends per share.9

Exhibit 7 shows, for each variable, the growth rates at

selected percentiles of the growth data sorted in ascend-

ing order from the lowest to highest average annual

growth rate. For example, with average annual sales

growth calculated for each of 3,919 companies, the data

were sorted from lowest to highest. Ten percent of the

companies had average sales growth of 2.27% or less,

and 25% of the companies had average sales growth of

6.41% or less. The 50th percentile, or median, is the best

measure of central tendency: 50% of the companies had

sales growth of 13.7% or less. Note that the median

Exhibit 6
Distribution of Selected Growth Rates from Table 1 of Chan, Karceski, and Lakonishok

10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile

Sales growth 0.1% 5.5% 10.2% 13.8% 18%
EBITDA growth �2.3% 4.1% 9.5% 14.1% 19.4%
Income per share growth �3.1% 3.9% 9.7% 14.7% 20.4%
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growth of net income, EPS, total dividends, and dividend

per share all are in the 7% to 8% range, which fits with

our conception of growth rates that potentially fit in a

constant growth model.

The distribution of growth rates in Exhibit 7 does not

show us how many companies experienced growth at

rates that would reasonably fit into a constant growth

model. Exhibit 8 is intended to give us some of that

information. Based on the idea that growth over an

infinite horizon should be positive, but less than the long

run growth rate of the economy, we would expect that

constant growth would have to be between 0% and about

7% or 8%. Certainly, we would not expect a firm to

experience growth in excess of 10% over an infinite

horizon. Exhibit 8 shows the percentage of companies

in the sample that exhibited average annual growth in

selected intervals between 0% and 10%. For example, of

the 3,919 companies for which average annual sales

growth was calculated, 3.55% (139 companies) had

average annual sales growth between 0% and 2%;

6.23% of the companies had average annual sales growth

between 2% and 4%. The next to last column is the

cumulative proportion of companies that had average

annual sales growth between 0% and 10%. When we

consider growth of the income variables (income before

extraordinary items, net income, or earnings per share),

only about 8% to 9% of the companies experienced

average growth between 0% and 10% per year.

About 28% of the companies in the dividend sample

exhibited average annual dividend growth in the 0% to

10% range. This proportion appears to be large relative

to the earnings growth figures. However, half of the base

sample of companies were eliminated because of missing

data or because they paid no dividends. The companies

for which dividend data was available tend to be the

more stable companies, so a larger proportion of these

companies have dividend growth rates that would be in

the constant growth range.

These data tend to support the inference that there is a

relatively small number of companies that fit the require-

ments of a constant growth valuation model. Many of the

companies that happened to experience growth rates in

the constant growth range would not be expected to stay

in that category in the long run. They may speedup or

slow down, or disappear. Because of that, the proportion

of companies that actually fit the constant growth model

Exhibit 7
Distribution of Growth Rates at Selected Percentiles

Growth variable 10th percentile 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile
Number of companies

in the sample*

Sales 2.27% 6.41% 13.7% 26.4% 49.2% 3,919
EBITDA �38.9% 3.32% 14.8% 37.7% 90.3% 3,920
Income before extra. items �304.1% �56.1% 10.53% 49.21% 157.1% 3,917
Net income �317.2% �71.3% 7.24% 47.9% 158.3% 3,918
Earnings per share �268.9% �62.5% 7.52% 38.7% 121.5% 3,705
Dividend �33.6% �0.98% 8.18% 25.9% 97.7% 1,960
Dividend per share �37.5% �2.07% 7.64% 23.5% 87.8% 1,741

* For each growth variable, the number of companies in the sample is different because companies were eliminated when data were

missing for that particular variable.

Exhibit 8
Percentage of Companies with Growth within the Interval Indicated

Growth variable

Growth rate interval, %

Cumulative %
Number of

companies in sample0%–2% 2%–4% 4%–6% 6%–8% 8%–10%

Sales 3.55 6.23 7.81 8.78 7.55 33.92 3,919
EBITDA 2.63 4.01 4.69 4.44 5.28 21.05 3,920
Income before extra items 1.17 1.48 1.91 2.3 1.79 8.65 3,917
NI 1.3 2.3 1.05 1.63 1.97 8.25 3,918
Earnings per share 1.57 1.38 1.86 2.38 2.0 9.19 3,705
Dividend 3.32 5.92 6.58 6.73 5.31 27.86 1,960
Dividend per share 5.57 6.03 5.97 6.32 4.31 28.2 1,741
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is probably considerably smaller than is represented by

Exhibit 8.

None of these data will tell the appraiser what growth

rate to use for a particular company. Hopefully, it will

give an idea of the range of rates that is plausible, and

also hopefully, it will provide a caution against using the

constant growth model in a situation in which it does not

apply.

Conclusion

The objective of this article has been to provide the

reader with a little better understanding of how and when

the constant growth model can be validly used. The

section on the constant growth model shows that we

can use it with either the equity method or the invested

capital method. Either method will provide valid esti-

mates of value only if all the assumptions and forecasts

are consistent. The assumptions that must be consistent

include the firm’s operating ratios, particularly asset

turnover and profit margins, capital structure, dividend

payout, and, of course, the growth rate. These factors

need to be ‘‘in sync’’ so that the expected growth is the

same each period, forever. This does not require that the

actual growth must turn out to be the same every period,

but it does require that the expected growth is an unbi-

ased estimate of actual future growth. In this context,

unbiased means that growth in any period is equally

likely to be above or below the mean. Stable long run

growth is more likely for a firm with stable operating

ratios. However, this does not really require that every

ratio be the same every year. Rather, it requires that the

operating ratios average out over time so the result is

growth that is, on the average, smooth, stable, and with

an unbiased mean.

It is well known that the constant growth model

requires that growth be less than the discount rate, and

that growth should not exceed the growth of the com-

pany’s economic environment. As a reminder of what

long run growth rates are plausible, we briefly reviewed

past growth for U.S. economic aggregates. The economy

has experienced average annual growth of about 6% or

7%. This suggests that the constant growth model would

normally apply to companies whose long run growth is

expected to be in the range of 0% to about 7% per year.

Growth rates over the last 19 years were calculated for a

large sample of companies. What we found was that only

a small proportion of companies had average growth

rates in a range appropriate for a constant growth model.

This suggests that only a minority of companies would

have long run growth in a range that would be appropri-

ate for the constant growth model. Our cautionary con-

clusion is that the constant growth model should be

applied with great care only to those situations where it

fits the facts and forecasts.

Endnotes

1. The constant growth model is based on expected

values so the growth rate can vary period-to-period.

However, the expected (mean) growth rate must be

the same every year.

2. If our model is not too complex, we can bypass the

manual iteration process that is shown in Exhibit 2

by using Excel’s iterative calculation method in

Tools.Options.Iteration.

3. The assumption that the book value capital weights

do not change over time is consistent with market

value weights also being constant over time. The

reason is that in the stable world of the growth

model, the market-to-book ratios will also be constant

over time.

4. To derive expression (4) we use the following defini-

tions and assumptions.

In each period, t , the following operating ratios of

the firm are assumed to be constant.

P ¼ net income
t

/sales
t
, the net profit margin in

period t;
R ¼ retained earnings

t
/ net income

t
, the earnings

retention ratio;

L ¼ debt
t
/equity

t
, the debt-to-equity ratio, in book

value terms;

A ¼ total assets
t
/sales

t
, the asset intensity ratio, the

inverse of turnover of total assets. To support sales,

the firm’s assets must maintain a constant proportion,

A, to sales, which implies that assets must grow at

the same rate as sales.

A(sales
1
� sales

0
) ¼ A�sales

0
�g is total investment in

period 1, where g ¼ growth in sales ¼ (sales
1

–

sales
0
)/sales

0
.

Equity financing is provided entirely by retained

earnings, which in period 1 is

Retained earnings
1
¼ RP�sales

1
.

Debt financing provides the remainder of the required

financing for total investment. To maintain the debt–

equity ratio at a constant level over time, the new

debt in period 1 will be

Debt financing
1
¼ L�equity financing

1
¼ LRP�sales

1

Equality of investment and financing requires:

Total investment ¼ equity financingþ debt financing

A�sales
0
�g ¼ (RP�sales

1
) þ (LRP�sales

1
)

¼ (RP�sales
1
)(1 þ L)

A�Sales
0
�g ¼ sales

0
(1 þ g)[RP(1 þ L )].

Assume g, P, and L are held constant, and solve for

retention ratio, R, we have:

R ¼ (g/1þg)[A/P(1þL)].

Noting that 1 þ L ¼ 1 þ (debt/equity ) ¼ (debt þ
equity)/equity ¼ total assets/equity, so that [1/1 þ L]

¼ equity/total assets, we have

R ¼ (g/1 þ g)[A(1/1þ L)/P]
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¼(g/1 þ g)[A(equity/total assets)]/P
Retention ratio ¼ (g/1 þ g)(total assets/sales)(equity/

total assets)/net profit margin.

5. Higgins, Robert C., ‘‘How Much Growth Can a Firm

Afford?’’ Financial Management (Fall 1977):7–16. A

revised formula for sustainable growth is presented in

Robert C. Higgins, Analysis for Financial Manage-
ment, 6th edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001),

119. We use the older formula because the revised

version yields consistent results only when the firm is

actually growing at the sustainable rate.

6. Chan, Louis, Jason Karceski, and Josef Lakonishok,

‘‘The Level and Persistence of Growth Rates,’’ Jour-
nal of Finance (April 2003):643–684.

7. Other evidence of the lack of persistence of high

performance is provided by Fama and French, who

find evidence of mean reversion in firms’ return on

assets. What this means is that when a firm’s return

on assets deviates above or below its long run mean,

there is a tendency for it to revert back toward its

mean. Eugene Fama, and Kenneth French, ‘‘Forecast-

ing Profitability and Earnings,’’ Journal of Business
(April 2000):161–175.

8. Companies included in the sample were from the

Standard & Poor’s Research Insight (Compustat)

database, annual data from 1985 to 2004. The sample

excluded financial companies (SIC 6000 to 6999). To

be included in the base sample, a company had to

have at least 5 years of sales data and sales over $1

million in year 2000. In addition, companies were

eliminated from the sample if average sales growth

exceeded 1,000%. Growth was calculated only from

a positive base. That is, growth was not calculated if

the earnings were negative in that year.

9. For each company, growth was calculated for each

year for which data were available. The average

(mean) and standard deviation of the rate of growth

over the sample period were calculated for each

company. The number of years of growth included

in each company’s average varied according to the

number of years of data available for each company.
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Regression Analysis in Valuation Engagements

by George B. Hawkins, ASA, CFA

Abstract
Regression analysis can be an important tool, when

used correctly during a valuation engagement.

Introduction

‘‘Business valuation is as much as art as it is science.’’
Sage advice; however, quantitative techniques can and

should be used where appropriate in a professional

valuation to arrive at more sound, logical, and well-

supported conclusions. A case in point is the use of

linear regression analysis, a statistical technique that

helps discern possible relationships between two or more

variables. About now you’re about to tune out on the

subject, suffering a bad flashback to that boring college

statistics class that covered the math you thought you

would never use. Wrong! This simple technique is in-

credibly valuable in many aspects of business valuation

and in the related issues that arise for attorneys where

valuation issues come into play. These include

� Identifying the factors driving the pricing paid for

public companies in a particular industry and what

this says about valuing the private company
� Identifying the factors driving the pricing paid for

private companies in a particular industry and what

this says about valuing the private company
� In equitable distribution matters in a divorce, iden-

tifying how much of the appreciation in value of a

company (that is the separate property of one

spouse) over time during the marriage was due to

passive versus active efforts of the owning spouse,

affecting how much of the change in value during

the marriage is marital versus separate property for

property division.

Regression analysis does not ‘‘prove’’ that there is

necessarily a causal relationship between things (i.e.,

people who eat more Twinkies weigh more), so common

sense also has to come into play. Nonetheless, it is a

powerful tool with an important place in valuation that

already shapes our everyday lives, in everything from

testing new pharmaceutical drugs to making public pol-

icy decisions.

This article will not make one an expert on regression,

although it will provide a basic understanding of the

technique, show how to interpret its results in several

examples using Microsoft Excel,e and provide resourc-

es to learn more about the subject.

The Basics

Regression attempts to discern relationships between

things, called variables. The variable (or thing) to be

predicted is the dependent variable (y), called this be-

cause its value ‘‘depends’’ on other independent variables

(x1, x2, etc.). To keep it simple, this discussion will

focus on using only one independent variable. Let’s take

a look at a real-life example to make it clear.

A valuator has been given the assignment of valuing a

beer distributor and has obtained data on the prices paid

in 11 transactions involving the sale of privately owned

beer distributors, including the price paid and financial

measures of the companies, such as their annual reve-

nues and earnings (as measured by earnings before

interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization, or EBIT-

DA). The appraiser must decide what measure(s) (the

independent variables) such as revenues, EBITDA, profit

margin, and the like best predict the value (the dependent

variable, y) of the private company. Therefore, using

Excel the analyst performs several linear regressions to

test the relationship between the prices paid (y) for the

beer distributors that were sold and each of the indepen-

dent variables (the annual revenues, EBITDA, and profit

margin of each beer distributor) to discern relationships

to the price paid.

Table 1 gives a summary of the data for each acquired

company, including the price paid, the price expressed as

a multiple of annual EBITDA and revenues, and the

annual EBITDA and annual revenue figures of each beer

distributor.

The valuator could just simply take the easy way out

and take the median multiple as a measure of the central

tendency in the price paid, and in many instances that

might be the right decision. However, the data in Table 1

show a wide range of multiples, so the appraiser wants to

be sure he or she is making the best informed decision.

Second, it would be very helpful to know which multiple

is a better predictor of what buyers of beer distributor-

ships pay in acquisitions, one based on earnings (EBIT-

DA) or revenues. Insight into this issue will assist in

deciding which multiple(s) to use or weight the most in

the valuation.

Neither of these questions is easily answered from

merely eyeballing the data, so let’s test the relationships

using simple linear regression, first ‘‘regressing’’ the

price paid (the y, or dependent variable) against EBITDA

(the x, or independent variable), and then do the same
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thing with price compared to revenues. Therefore, our

formulas are as follows, first based on earnings and then

revenues. First, the formula for the relationship between

price paid and a selling company’s earnings (EBITDA)

in transactions is

y ¼ a þ bx ;

where y¼ company value (in $000s; this is the price we

are trying to predict), x¼ annual EBITDA (in thousands;

this is the earnings of the company, i.e., its earnings

before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization ex-

pense), and a ¼ slope intercept. Second, the formula for

the relationship between price paid and a selling com-

pany’s annual revenues in transactions is

y ¼ a þ bx ;

where y¼ company value (in $000s; this is the price we

are trying to predict), x¼ annual revenues (in thousands),

and a¼ slope intercept.

Regression analysis works by plotting the independent

and dependent variable data from the transactions on a

graph and then mathematically draws a line through the

center of the data, minimizing the squared deviations of

the data from the average. The y ¼ a þ bx formula then

describes this relationship so that it might be applied

later to the private company’s specific results to estimate

its value.

Table 2 shows the data for the price paid for the

acquired beer distributors versus their annual earnings

(EBITDA) (results in $000s). Using Excel, a regression

analysis of the price paid (y) against the earnings (x) is

performed. In Microsoft Excel 2007e (the location and

commands in Excel may differ in earlier versions) this is

accomplished using the regression analysis tool found

under ‘‘Data Analysis’’ on the ‘‘Data’’ toolbar. If you

cannot find ‘‘Data Analysis,’’ you will need to follow

Excel instructions to install the Data Analysis toolpak

that comes with Excel.

Select ‘‘Data Analysis’’ and then the ‘‘Regression’’
tool. Using your input device, click the ‘‘Input Y Range’’
and then highlight the cells where the data for prices paid

are located in your spreadsheet. Be sure to begin by

highlighting the label and the data, and don’t leave a

blank in your spreadsheet between the label and the data.

Next, do the same for the label and data in the X range

for EBITDA. Next, select ‘‘Confidence Level’’ and put

95%, which means that you want to Excel to test that the

relationships between the variables are not random with

a 95% certainty (see the explanation of this issue below).

Also, select labels so that Excel will know that the first

entry in the range for each variable is a label, as well as

where the regression output should be posted (on the

existing spreadsheet, etc.). Click OK, and your regres-

sion results will then be produced as shown in Figure 1.

A detailed discussion of the meanings of each of the

measures under ‘‘Regression Statistics’’ and ‘‘ANOVA’’
(analysis of variance) is the subject of an entire statistics

book. However, there are several critical statistics includ-

ed in Figure 1 that the business appraiser can quickly

focus on to draw broad conclusions about the regression.

The R2 measure is a measure of the percentage of the

variation in the y variable that can be explained by

changes in the x variable. In Figure 1 the R2 measure

indicates that 97.5% of the variation in the prices paid

for the beer distributors can be explained by variations in

the earnings as measured by EBITDA, a very strong

relationship. In other words, companies that make more

sell for more, which makes sense.

However, just because R2 is high does not prove that

the relationship is statistically valid and other than by

random chance. The ‘‘Significance F’’ measure tests

Table 1
Prices Paid to Acquire Beer Distributors ($000s)

Price Paid

Price Paid
as Multiple of

EBITDA
Annual

RevenuesEBITDA Revenues

$94,769.0 7.04 1.55 $13,457.0 $61,283.0
$52,000.0 6.98 0.83 $7,448.0 $62,444.0
$48,400.0 8.23 0.79 $5,884.2 $61,508.2
$47,000.0 8.04 0.78 $5,845.6 $60,119.3
$33,740.0 11.68 0.79 $2,888.1 $42,705.0
$33,715.0 7.33 1.05 $4,600.0 $32,000.0
$21,100.0 7.39 0.79 $2,854.8 $26,674.2

$7,500.0 6.89 0.86 $1,087.9 $8,704.1
$3,700.0 27.90 0.63 $132.6 $5,901.2
$2,550.0 3.86 0.81 $661.0 $3,144.0
$1,800.0 10.86 0.57 $165.7 $3,138.7

Average 9.66 0.86
Median 7.39 0.79

Table 2
Regression Variables

Price Paid (y) EBITDA (x)

$94,769.0 $13,457.0
$52,000.0 $7,448.0
$48,400.0 $5,884.2
$47,000.0 $5,845.6
$33,740.0 $2,888.1
$33,715.0 $4,600.0
$21,100.0 $2,854.8
$7,500.0 $1,087.9
$3,700.0 $132.6
$2,550.0 $661.0
$1,800.0 $165.7
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whether or not the relationship is random or where a

statistically significant relationship exists. In performing

the regression, we selected a 95% confidence level.

Therefore, if the Significance F statistic computed by

Excel is less than 0.05 (for 5%), then the relationship is

statistically significant (had we selected 90%, the Signif-

icance F would have to be less than 0.10 to be valid).

Figure 1 shows that the Significance F statistic is actual-

Figure 1

Figure 2
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ly negative to the eighth decimal place, or much less than

0.05; therefore, the relationship is statistically significant.

Regardless of how strong the R2 measure is, had the

Significance F statistic been larger than 0.05, then it

would not be possible to conclude that changes observed

in the prices paid for beer distributors had a statistically

significant relationship to earnings.

Therefore, a regression formula for predicting compa-

ny value based on annual EBITDA (earnings before

interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization expense)

would be as follows (rounded). The formula for the

relationship between price paid and a selling company’s

earnings (EBITDA) in transactions is

y ¼ a þ bx ;
y ¼ 2; 686:3þ 7:0x ;

where y¼ company value (total value of invested capital,

in thousands; this is the price we are trying to predict), x

¼ annual EBITDA (in thousands; this is the earnings of

the company, i.e., its earnings before interest, taxes,

depreciation, and amortization expense), and a ¼ slope

intercept.

Moving beyond the math, Figure 2 shows a graphical

depiction of the relationship between the price paid for

the acquired company (as measured by total invested

capital, or TIC) versus the acquired company’s level of

earnings as measured by EBITDA, with the line repre-

senting the result that would be predicted by the regres-

sion formula.

Next, let’s perform a similar regression of prices paid

(y) against the annual revenues of the acquired compa-

nies. Table 3 shows the data on the price paid for the

acquired beer distributors versus their annual revenues

(results in $000s).

Inputting the same data in Excel and running a simple

regression provides the results shown in Figure 3. In this

instance we can quickly see two things. First, the R2

measure of 0.726 tells us that 72.6% of the variation in

the prices paid for the beer distributors sold can be

explained by changes in their level of annual revenues.

Although 72.6% is a relatively strong relationship, it is

not nearly as powerful a predictor as with earnings

(EBITDA), which explained 97.5%. Nonetheless, since

the Significance F figure is less than 0.05, we can

conclude that the relationship is not random and is

statistically significant.

Given these results, the appraiser might then proceed

to use the predicted regression formula based on earnings

(EBITDA) to value the private company at issue, insert-

ing the private company’s measures to arrive at a value

estimate as shown in Table 4. As shown, using the

regression formula the estimated value for the company

is $16.7 million.

Table 3
Regression Variables

Price Paid (y) Revenues (x)

$94,769.0 $61,283.0
$52,000.0 $62,444.0
$48,400.0 $61,508.2
$47,000.0 $60,119.3
$33,740.0 $42,705.0
$33,715.0 $32,000.0
$21,100.0 $26,674.2
$7,500.0 $8,704.1
$3,700.0 $5,901.2
$2,550.0 $3,144.0
$1,800.0 $3,138.7

Figure 3
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Caution in Interpreting Results

Several major warnings are in order. First, regressions

do not prove causality—a cause and effect relationship.

A relationship could have a high R2 and be shown to be

statistically significant. Nonetheless, the result could be

utterly meaningless, and there may in fact be no casual

relationship between the independent variable and de-

pendent variable. This is why common sense also has to

play a role in assessing the results of statistical analysis.

In this instance the results make sense: companies that

have higher earnings sell for more, and this also fits well

with the traditional foundation of valuation theory that

the value of a company is based on the present value of

its earnings or cash flow.

Second, not all relationships are necessarily linear in

nature, so in those instances tools other than regression

analysis may be needed. Similarly, regressions are based

on an assumption that the sample population data is

‘‘normally’’ distributed, that is, like the bell-shaped

curve. When the population is not normally distributed,

regression might or might not be appropriate, depending

upon the circumstances.

Third, the quality, quantity, and reliability of the un-

derlying data impact the degree to which regression

analysis can be used and whether or not it gives reliable

results. A practical problem in business valuation is that

often one has insufficient data to have a large enough

sample to be able to utilize regression analysis effectively.

Finally, although it is appealing to have the simplicity

of a math formula to predict value, valuators must not

lose sight that other nonquantitative measures and issues

may be equally important in impacting value. As a

simple example, the valuator finds out that the beer

distributorship being valued is about to lose its exclusive

right to distribute a national beer brand, the very thing

that drove its revenues and earnings in the first place.

Active-Passive Appreciation Uses of
Regression

A business appraiser has been engaged to value a

distributor of residential wood flooring (Woodco) in a

divorce for the husband who owns and runs it and who

had owned the shares of the company prior to getting

married, therefore being his ‘‘separate’’ property. The

appraiser has been given the additional task of determin-

ing how much of the change in the value of the company

during the marriage (from the time of marriage to the

date the parties separated) was due to the active efforts of

the husband, versus the amount of the change in value

due to passive, external forces. Under relevant state law,

even though the shares were the husband’s separate

property and not subject to division on divorce, the

portion of the change in the value during the marriage

that is a result of his active efforts is considered marital

for purposes of equitable distribution. Hence, the need to

isolate the impact of passive, external factors on the

change in value, versus those that are active.

There are many potential factors external to Woodco

that might impact its performance and its value at differ-

ent points in time. The valuator’s research and analysis

has isolated what he believes are three passive forces

affecting Woodco’s results and its change in value over

time:

� Changes in the level of residential housing starts
� Changes in investor-required rates of return for

investing in common stocks
� Changes in income tax rates, personal and corpo-

rate.

Analysis of each of these passive forces will be

considered by the valuator, although, for brevity’s sake,

this article will examine only the effect of housing starts.

Since the parties were married on 1 January 1989, and

were separated on 31 December 2006, the valuator will

examine the relationship between housing starts and

Woodco’s performance over that time frame.

Housing Starts as a Passive Force

Based on the interview of Woodco officials as well as

a review of public company filings with the Securities

and Exchange Commission specializing in the sale of

Table 4
Applying Merger and Acquisition Data Regression

Formula to Estimate Company 100% Control Value
($000s)

Multiple Applied (b)* 7.0

Times: Company EBITDA $2,000.0
Equals $14,000.0
Plus: y Intercept (a)* $2,686.3
Equals: Preliminary Total Value

of Invested Capital (TIC) $16,686.3
Less: Interest-Bearing Debt� $0.0
Equals: 100% Control Value

of Company Equity $16,686.3

* Based on regression obtained from the analysis of prior

transaction data. The formula based on EBITDA is as follows:

y¼ aþ bx, y ¼ $2,686.3 þ 7.0x.
� This is a simplistic example, where the price paid from the

transaction data was defined as the total price including any

interest-bearing debt assumed. Therefore, to arrive at the value

of the company’s common equity, we have to subtract

interest-bearing debt (it had none). Adjustments, if any, to be

made in a real valuation will depend upon the nature of the

data used.
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various building materials, it appears that the level of

single-family residential housing starts is a significant

external factor affecting results in a given year. This is a

factor over which neither the husband nor other Woodco

management has any control and is therefore a passive

force. The overall level of residential new home con-

struction is influenced by changes in interest rates, the

overall economy, consumer confidence, population

growth, the rate of new household formations, and other

factors.

Woodco’s products are ultimately used by single-

family homebuilders in the construction of new residen-

tial housing. Therefore, the initial working hypothesis is

that it appears reasonable that an analysis might find that

Woodco’s revenues, earnings and value are significantly

influenced by housing trends. Given this working hy-

pothesis, the valuator sets out to test these relationships

objectively using regression analysis. In using regression

analysis, the goal here is to determine if annual residen-

tial housing starts are a statistically significant predictor

of (a) Woodco annual revenues and (b) Woodco annual

earnings (measured by EBITDA), and if so, the direction

and nature of those relationships.

The following sections outline the results of this

analysis. The relationship of company annual revenues

to housing starts is first examined, followed by the

relationship of company profits.

Relationship of Housing Starts and Company
Revenues

Regression analysis results are shown in Table 5

related to the degree to which U.S. residential housing

starts in a given year (the independent variable, x) help

predict Woodco’s annual revenues (the dependent vari-

able, y). As shown in Table 5, housing starts generally

increased materially over the 1989–2006 time frame as

did Woodco’s annual revenues. The statistics shown in

Table 5 enable the analyst to explore if a statistical

relationship might exist between the two or whether or

not the results are by chance and random.

Using the same procedure as before in Excel, a

regression of the data, with y (annual revenues) as the

dependent variable and x (housing starts) as the indepen-

dent (and here passive) variable, yields the results dis-

Figure 4

Table 5
Relationship between Woodco Revenues and

Residential Housing Starts (1989–2006)

Year Housing Starts (x) Revenues ($000s) (y)

1989 1,146,300 12,100
1990 1,081,400 14,600
1991 1,003,400 14,700
1992 894,900 15,400
1993 840,400 14,500
1994 1,030,100 16,900
1995 1,125,600 21,300
1996 1,198,400 26,800
1997 1,076,300 26,000
1998 1,161,000 30,000
1999 1,133,600 29,500
2000 1,271,400 33,100
2001 1,302,500 45,900
2002 1,230,900 50,400
2003 1,273,200 47,100
2004 1,358,500 63,400
2005 1,499,000 69,100
2006 1,610,500 83,400
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played in Figure 4, from which several preliminary

conclusions can be drawn:

� The relationship between Woodco’s annual reve-

nues and housing starts is statistically significant.

Because the F statistic is less than 0.05, this indi-

cates there is a statistically significant relationship

present. This indicates that there is a 95% confi-

dence that the results seen would not come up

randomly by chance—that is, that there is a statisti-

cally significant relationship present.
� There is a strong relationship of company revenues

to housing starts, with 82.8% of variations in

Woodco revenues explained by changes in national

homebuilding activity. Given that the regression is

valid, the R2 statistic (called the coefficient of

determination) indicates that a significant 82.8% of

the variations observed in Woodco’s annual reve-

nues can be explained by changes in housing starts,

a passive force over which Woodco has no control.
� There is a positive relationship between Woodco

earnings and housing starts. The positive nature of

the slope coefficient (b) indicates that there is a

positive relationship between changes in housing

starts and Woodco revenues. This is what might be

expected: that is, as housing starts increase, the

demand for Woodco’s products might increase.
� The relationship between housing starts and Wood-

co revenues makes common sense. Statistical rela-

tionships do not necessarily mean there is a

‘‘causal’’ relationship present. Therefore, is there a

valid reason why such a casual relationship would

be expected to exist? The relationship is reasonable

from a common sense standpoint, as housing starts

directly affect the demand for products used to

build the houses under construction. Woodco’s abil-

ity to sell its products depends on houses being

built, and so the results make complete sense.
� The formula to predict annual Woodco revenues is

based on housing starts. Therefore, a regression

formula for predicting Woodco’s annual revenues

would be as follows (rounded):

y ¼ a þ bx ;
y ¼ �84;303þ 0:10x ;

where y ¼ revenues (in $000s), x ¼ annual housing

starts, and a ¼ slope intercept. The valuator per-

forms similar tests with Woodco’s annual earnings

and finds similar strong relationships.

In summary, the previous regression analysis showed

that Woodco’s results over time are materially impacted

by trends in national housing start activity. Furthermore,

this passive force explains a significant percentage of the

variation in Woodco’s results and does so with a statis-

tical validity within a 95% level of confidence. In addi-

tion, companies in the same or similar industries

indicate, in their filings with the Securities and Exchange

Commission, the importance that housing activity has on

their results and the demand for their products. This

anecdotal information confirms the assessment by Wood-

co’s management of the importance of housing activity

and lends additional support to the credibility of regres-

sion analysis of the statistical nature of this relationship.

In short, the levels of housing starts in a given year play

a major role in influencing Woodco’s performance. Be-

cause there is a close relationship of revenues and

earnings to housing starts and earnings heavily impact

the value of a business, this suggests that housing starts

are a major passive force shaping Woodco’s results and,

therefore, value over time.

Caveats

It is clear that U.S. residential construction activity is

a powerful and passive force over which management

has no control, yet plays an important role in Woodco’s

revenues and earnings in a given year and, ultimately, in

its value. However, it is also true that Woodco cannot

run on cruise control. Management must manage a

company to achieve its results, compete effectively,

develop new products, and otherwise make the right

decisions to benefit from national changes in demand.

Therefore, despite what statistics show, it may not be

reasonable therefore to assume that 82.8% of the varia-

tions in the value of the husband’s shares can be

explained by passive forces and is therefore separate

property. The truth must incorporate that there is indeed

a strong passive element, but also an important active

element, which means the effect may be less than 82.8%.

Unfortunately this is where subjective analysis and fur-

ther inquiry by the valuator must come into play. How-

ever, this does not negate the powerful value afforded in

this instance by regression analysis.

More Resources on Regression

This has been a vastly simplified discussion of regres-

sion analysis. To understand and employ it in actual

practice, it is important to understand the technique in

detail, issues in its application and interpretation, and the

pitfalls in using and interpreting its results. An excellent

way to learn more about the topic is to read William

Mendenhall and Terry Sincich’s A Second Course in
Statistics: Regression Analysis (Prentice Hall/Pearson,

2003). In addition, a quick Google search will give

numerous Internet sites with tutorials on the use and

interpretation of regression analysis.
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From the Chair

Kenneth J. Pia, Jr., CPA, ABV, ASA, MCBA

I am writing this on my first official day as the Chair of

ASA’s BV Committee (BVC), a group of prestigious

leaders of the exciting industry we all work in and a

position I do not take lightly. As a group and as an

organization, we need to focus our efforts, all of us, on

the NextGen of professionals to become members of and

eventually lead our profession. That will be a theme of the

BVC over the next few years. Summer has also just

begun, and I wish everyone a relaxing and enjoyable

season.

ASA Awards

Woman Appraiser of the Year Award: The ASA is

offering the Woman Appraiser of the Year Award at the

Joint ASA 2019 Advanced Business Valuation and

International Appraisers Conference in New York, New

York. This award recognizes and celebrates the

outstanding contribution of women appraisers to the

profession.

Rising Stars Award: We encourage you all to honor a

younger member of our profession. The Rising Stars

Program was designed to encourage and recognize

young appraisers (under age 40) who have done

exemplary work for ASA, valuation community, and

our profession.

Nominations were due by June 30. If you did not

nominate someone for this year’s award, please make a

point to nominate someone next year. Winners will be

announced at the August Advanced BV Conference.

Regional Fair Value Conferences

The ASA’s outstanding series of regional fair value

conferences has been strong in 2019 with the return of the

New York conference. Thank you to Bill Johnston, ASA,

for taking the lead on bringing back this important event.

The schedule for the last conference is:

� San Francisco—Tuesday, November 19, 2019

Offices of KPMG San Francisco

55 Second Street, 11th FloorSan Francisco, CA 94105

Link to conference information: http://www.appraisers.

org/Education/conferences/annual-fair-value-conference

August Conference

I remember when I first joined ASA almost 30 years

ago when we had nearly double (maybe even triple) the

number of participants at our annual Advanced Business

Valuation Conference than what we have had in the past

several years. Our profession is evolving now just as

much as it was then, and the content of the conference,

being second to none, will keep you at the leading edge of

our profession. We should all make a point to attend and

to have our partners and staff attend. In fact, it should be a

given each year. I am committed to having at least 10 of

my partners and staff attend this year’s conference. See

the link below.

Sir David Tweedie, IVSC Chairman, Comments
on the Future of International Valuation
Standards

Sir David Tweedie, Chairman, International Valuation

Standards Committee (IVSC), will headline as Keynote

Speaker at the American Society of Appraisers Joint ASA

2019 Advanced Business Valuation & International

Appraisers Conference in New York, New York, on

August 25–27, 2019. As a preview for his presentation,

Sir David kindly agreed to answer a few questions about

International Valuation Standards, including his predic-

tions for significant future changes and how adoption of

the standards will impact appraisers in the United States.

Sir David is the former chairman of the International

Accounting Standards Board (2001–2011) and the

ninetieth member of The Accounting Hall of Fame. He

was knighted in 1994 and has received many other honors

and awards in recognition of his for service to the

accounting profession. Sir David became President of

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, the

world’s oldest professional accountancy body, in April

2012. He chairs the Royal Household Audit Committee

for the Sovereign Grant.

Link to the full article: http://www.appraisers.org/

asa-newsroom/article/2019/06/05/sir-david-tweedie-ivsc-

Kenneth J. Pia, Jr., is a partner and Business
Valuation Industry Leader at Marcum LLP, 555 Long
Wharf Drive, 8th Floor, New Haven, Connecticut
06510; phone 203-781-9780; ken.pia@marcumllp.
com
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chairman-comments-on-the-future-of-international-

valuation-standards

ASA Taps Johnnie White as New CEO

The ASA announced in March of this year the

appointment of Johnnie White, MBA, CAE, CMP, as

Chief Executive Officer. White is an association profes-

sional with more than twenty-seven years serving in a

variety of management and leadership roles. White holds

his MBA from University of Maryland University

College and his BS in Information Systems Management

from the University of Maryland. In addition, White is an

adjunct faculty member of Georgetown University where

he instructs graduate students in operations and event

management. Please join me in warmly welcoming

Johnnie to the ASA.

Link to full announcement of new CEO: http://www.

appraisers.org/asa-newsroom/article/2019/03/18/

american-society-of-appraisers-appoints-johnnie-white-

as-new-chief-executive-officer

See You in New York!

The Advanced Business Valuation Conference is being

held this year at the Marriott Marquis New York from

August 25–27. Our conference chair Jay Fishman, FASA,

promises a slate of timely and insightful presentations.

More information can be found at http://www.appraisers.

org/Education/conferences/asa-joint-conferences. If you

are there, please make a point to say hello.
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